Title word cross-reference

$(-1, 1)$ [AAFG12], (0, 1)

[BBS12b, NP10, Ghe14a], (2, 2, 0)

[CI13, PH12]. (A, B) [PP13b]. ($\alpha, \beta$)

[HW11, HZM10]. ($\ell, m$) [dMR12]. ($\ell, m$)

[DFG10]. ($H, m$) [BOZ10]. ($\kappa, \tau$)

[CSZ10, CR10c]. ($\lambda, 2$) [BBS12b]. ($m, s, 0$)

[GH13b]. ($n - 3$) [CGO10]. ($n - 3, 2, 1$)

[CCGR13]. ($\omega$) [CL12a]. ($P, R$) [KNS14].

$(R, S, \sigma)$ [Tre12]. $-1$ [LZG14]. 0 [AKZ13, Ano12-30, CGGS13, DLMZ14, Wu10a]. 1

[Ano12-30, AHL+14, CGGS13, GM14, Kal13b, LM12, Wu10a]. 1/n [CNPP12].

$1 < t < 2$ [Seo14]. 2 [AIS14, AM14, AKA13, BDF11, BdlC14, BDK11, CvDKP13, CL13b, CNPP12, DoMP09, Ere13, GMT13, GG13, KY14, Rim12, Rud12, YHH12, vdH14]. 24

[KAAK11], 2n - 3 [BCS10, Hill13]. 2 × 2

[CGRVC13, CGSCZ10, CM14, DW11, DMS10, JK11, KJK13, MvW12, Yan14].

$2 \times 2 \times 2$ [Ber13b]. 3

[BZWL13, Bre14, CILL12, CKAC14, Fri12, GOvdD14, GX12a, Kal13b, KK14, YHH12].

$3n^2 - 2\sqrt{2n^{3/2}} - 3n$ [MR13].

$3n^2 - 2\sqrt{2n^{3/2}}3n$ [MR14a]. 3

[BER13b, GAO14, Sev14]. 3 × 3 × 2 [Ber13b].

$3 \times 3 \times 3$ [BH13b]. 4 [Ban13a, BDK11, BZ12b, CK13a, FP14, NSW13, Nor14]. 4 × 4

[CJR11]. 5

[BER13b, CHY12, KRC14, KOL13, MW14a].

$5 \times 5$ [BAD09, DA10, Hill12a, Spe11]. 5 × n

[CJR11]. 6

[DK13c, DK11, DK12a, DK13b, KAR11a]. 7

[PP13a, Zho12]. 70 [GRS+11]. [1, n]
$$\sum_{j=1}^{m} A^{n-j} X A^{j-1} = B$$ [Fur10b].

$T$ [BMI14a, Blu10, ZXX13, BKMS12]. $T(x) = f$


[Nak12]. $\theta$ [GL12c]. $U_1 [YX13]$. $U_q (f_\zeta)$

[Ter13, BCT14, Wor13]. $U_p (s_2)$

[BC14a, Ter14]. $UT_{\infty} (R) [Slo12b]$. $W$


[CPR10, CPZ13, GTR12, TG13, XC13]. $Z_2$

[Cen11]. $||A^{-1}||_\infty [HZ10]$. $X = X(T V X X^T)$

[$\zeta^{\infty} = \zeta^{\infty} (R)$ [Slo12b]$. W$


[CPR10, CPZ13, GTR12, TG13, XC13]. $Z_2$

[Cen11]. $||A^{-1}||_\infty [HZ10]$. $* [GD11a, XDFL10, YZ12b]$. *-Lie [YZ12b].

*-modules [GD11a]. *-order [XDFL10].

*-congruence [DFS14].

-adic [ZYL10]. -admissible [CS13b].


colored [Kal13b]. -commutative [Tre12].


-contractions [MS14a]. -cospctral [BZW14]. -critical [FdcCR10, MPS10].


diagonally [LH10b]. -digraphs [GL12c].


-hyponormal [CDY10]. -index [Yau15, CT11b, Yau14]. -integral [PHS13, ZWL13, dFADVJ10].


-involutory [ILH11, Tre10]. -isometries [BMN13b, Gu14, Dug12]. -Jacobi [HSS10, HSS14]. -Krawtchouk [Wor13].


-Local [AKA13]. -Lucas [DGMS14].

-matching [Beh]. -matrices [BK10, Dah10, Hge14a, Zho12, Kaw13, AAFG12, AT11, AT14a, BCEM10, CPR10, Dai11, FH12a, FM13, FKK11, GEP, Guo13, HLS10, HZ10, HH11a, JS11, JPS13, Mat12, ND11, SHZ10, Siv13, wXL14, wXZ19, ZH11b, ZXX13]. -matrix [BCEM12, BR14c, BGH12, Drn13a, NS11b].

-minimizations [Fou14]. -modules [AR12, AF12, Pop12, Sha11, Ter13, Ter14, WW10, WD10]. -negative [Wol12].


-numerical [CN12c, CN13c]. -observers [Bh10]. -odd [LW10]. -operators [JLJ10]. -optimal [Mit11b, NP10].

-optimality [FMR12]. -orthogonal [VS14b, dCDRM14, AMP10].

-palindromic [BM14a]. -parameters [JLJ10]. -paranormal [DJK12b]. -partial...
[AM13d], -partite [Zha14a, ZWL13].
-Pascal [VS11]. -paths [QSW14].
-permanent [Cra13, dF10]. -polynomial [Lee13b, Cer10, MW14a]. -positive
[MR10c, FGvRR13]. -positivity [GK14c]. -Potapov [FKR11a]. -potent
[DCIW12a, CLST14, LRT12, LRT13]. -Primitivity [BM14b]. -properties
[CPV10]. -property [Bal10, GTR12]. -quasiseparable-Vandermonde [BOZ10].
-Racah [BC14a, HWG14, NT10b]. -radius
[OM14]. -reducible [Kar11a]. -Regular
[GX12a, CSZ10, CR10a, CR10c, MM10a]. -regularity [SBM11]. -replicated
[PYZ14]. -robustness [MP13b]. -root
[Bal12a, Vla12, Bal12b]. -SDD [GEP13].
-seminorms [GD11a]. -separation
[AHL+14, vdhH14]. -skew [LL11a]. -spectra
[BZ12b]. -splitting [JM12b]. -spread
[OdLdAK10]. -stability [Kal13a]. -stable
[BR14c, BBS12b]. -Stieljes [FKM13].
-strong [Car11]. -submanifolds [Lim11b].
-sum [AKZ13]. -summing [SR13b].
-tensors [Fri12, DQW13]. -term [BKMS12].
tetrahedron [IRT14]. -th [TNP12].
-theory [CC14]. -Toepplitz [GG13, Rim12].
-transformations [TG13]. -trees
[SvdH11, vdhH13]. -tridiagonal [AMJ14].
-unconditional [LM12]. -variable [KY14].
-vectors [Aga14]. -vertices
[AdFM11, DdF14]. -walk-regular
[CvDKP13, DFG10]. -way [ZHZF13].
-weighing [NP10].

1 [Bar10b, Grü12, Rhe10, Zha12a]. 1-norm
16th [BBG+13]. 17th [BFBD13].

2 [Lim13b]. 2008 [Ano10u, BBD+11]. 2009
[BFBD13]. 2012 [Joh12]. 2nd
[BBD+11, Zha12a].

3-rose [LH13]. 3-transitive [MW12a].
adaptive [Wal11b]. addition [Fra12, Liu14b]. additional [DS13].
Additive [BS11b, xCwXL11, JH10, MD10, PM+10, CGMS10b, EN11, QCH11, Sun13].
additive-nilpotency [Sun13]. Additivity [ACG13a, BG13, Wan11a, CGMPSS14].

adi [Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
adjoint [ADW13, Jbi10]. adic [ZYL10]. Adin [Alo14].
adjacency [AFLN12, AAF+12, Bap13b, BB10, CCF+12, HO11, HTW13, ST10b, Wil14, XC13, YFW10].
GB13, HK10, KLS12, OR12]. Commute
[BRZ11, HMS13, Kis15, Ogu13, XX12].
commutes [FMM13]. Commuting
[DO11a, DW12a, Fra12, Fra13, XW10a, BC12a,
Bou13, CN10c, CN11d, Hwa12, KSS12,
KY14, KB12, LD12, Mig13, NS14, Pet10,
Sar14, Siv12b, Siv12a, TZ13b, dOHKS12].
Compact
[LT13, AK12b, BV13b, GP14, SM10b, TT12].
compactly [GHMPVP11]. Compactness
[MN12b, DDK14]. Companion
[EKSV14, EKSV18, MR11, BBE10, DDM12,
Gau10, GS10d, GS12c, GS12d, LD11, MZ13,
Mac13, Pat12b, DDP13, DDP14].
Comparing
[WNM13]. Comparison
[DXG12, HTS14, BSKL13, BBM14, EvdD10,
GEP10]. compensators [BO12].
Competition
[Kim10, Kim11a, KP12, Kim13a].
Complement
[BBF12, DW11, DC13, LHZH11, LHZL12, Mit11a, Ney11, SvdH11].
Complementary
[ACM14, FH10a, FH12b, FH13, FH14].
complements
[Ago14, BEV13, FZW11, GS10c, HL10b,
LW12b, LH10b, NY13, RTR10, Row12b,
Row14b, Row14d, SC12, ZH11b, vdH13].
Completability
[AS10, Bal10, CPV10, Dai11, GEPI0,
GEPI3, JV11, SVP11, wXL14, wXZ19].
Compactness
[MX12b]. Companion
[ACM14, FH10a, FH12b, FH13, FH14].
complementation
[DV10, GLS13a, Tra12].
Complements
[AM14]. Computation
[KD12, MS10b, BC12b, Dod10,
DS14, JJKS11, JW13, KBS13, KKR11,
LV14, SS11a].
Complex
[DGJ10, GKL11, HS12a, JS13a, Pry10, Sz13,
ANF11, BB13d, BGP13, BG12b, BW13a,
Buij13, Byd10, CILL12, CK13c, FP14, GPT12,
PGR13, GP13b, Ikr10, Kar11a, Kar11b,
KK14, LRT13, LNT13, MZ11, MARC13,
Mat13a, NV12, Ref12, SH13, dCdIrMP14].
Complexity
[DS12b, KKL10, Shi13].
Component
[JZZ13, ABBO11, LSR11, RW10].
Componentwise
[Hua13a, HZ14, Myi14, LWY14]. composite
[ZZX13]. composition
[LL11a].
Compositions
[Bap13a]. compressed
[ALPV14, DPF10, KG14]. compression
[MZ12b]. Compressions
[ADW13, RS12b]. compressive
[PS14a]. compressors
[BS11b]. Computable
[BdS10].
Computable
[BHAP12, KD12, SPKS12, TD11].
Computational
[HLS12c, NR10].
Computations
[GA10, HWSH13, MM10b, PIM10, PQZC11, PS14b, SE13].
Computer
[CS11]. Computing
[BBH12, BI13, FHS14b, KG12b, ST12,
BGV12, BMS10, Fis14, LJY13, MV12,
MP14a, RBP12, Roh11, Row12b, Sha14b,
Uhl13, WJT13]. concave
[Aud13a, FGQ11].
Concavity
[Hia13, Nie11]. concept
[PO10].
Concerning
[Bap10, BG12b, He14, LGZ14].
concise
[Rho10]. condensed
[BD13, Ji12a].
Condition
[DPP13, AAK11, AL13a, AHAPP10, Alt13, BB13c, DH10b, Gar13,
LJ11, LWY14, LS12d, XD12]. conditions
[jAS13, CHK13, EGR12, FN11, FS14b,
HSZ12, Hu10, JK14, LLD13, Nak12,
Sha13a, ZHZF13, vBM13]. Cone
[Kus12, Nie12, AV12, BB13c, DDGH13, FI4b,
GST13, Hill12a, ISYY11, Jun12, Lim14,
LTX14, NN10, Pro10, Sko11, WXH10b].
Cone-theoretic
[Kus12]. Cones
[Sk10, AGK11, AL13b, Bar12a, BZ12a, CPH11,
CFL13b, JV11, JSS13, KL13b, LT10b].
LXK12, RSS10, San10, Ser11, TG13, VS10].

Conference
[Ano10u, BBD11, BBG13, BFD13].

configuration [AFLN12]. configurations [FW14b, HW14b]. confluent [KS14b]. congruent [Ikr10].

Conference
[Ano10u, BBD11, BBG13, BFD13].

configuration [AFLN12]. configurations [FW14b, HW14b]. confluent [KS14b]. congruent [Ikr10].

Conjecture
[Bap10, BF12a, CW12a, Cho13, Das11, Dru13a, Dru12b, EGR12, GS12a, GC12, GKR13, He14, HJLS11, LLY13, LL14c, Mig13, Mit11a, NT10b, YY14a, YHY14, ZW12a, Zha13, ZC14, Dru13, Yan11].

Conjectures
[Das10a, AH10, CHZ13, Das10b, Das13, HL10a, H114c, JNS13, Ste10]. Conjugacies [BV12b].

Conjugacy
[BB11b, Dau12, FG13c].

Conjugation
[Mat13b].

Connected
[CT11b, LM10a, SBMT10, CH14, CK14, HY14, LS12b, MY14, PAS11a, ZLW12].

Connectedness
[GLP13b, GLP14].

Connecting
[GL10b, KK14].

Constant
[Cir14, FM11a, FP13, Koz10, LL10a, MQ14, RS12a, RS14b].

Constructible
[CL14b]. Constructing
[ES14, HRW99, JM12a, MAM13, Wad14].

Construction
[CN11b, HL11e, KRV14, MS13c, PP11a, PO10, ABBO11, BW13a, CMNW14, CNPP12, HNZ12, IPFD13, JNS13, VS13].

Constructions
[GOvdD12, ZXX13, CGM10].

Constructive
[Laf12]. contained
[GL10b, KK14]. containing
[BS12e, HLW10a, MAGR13, Ros12a, Ziv12]. continued
[GWZ13]. continuing
[Mac13].

Continuity
[MMF12].

Constraining
[BBdH12, BBdH13].

Controllers
[KBS13, Per12].

Convergence
[BPP13].

Converge
[PPK13].

Convergence
[GMV11, GL10c, Jar12, KKR11, SK14, XSS13, ZCQ13, BJ13, CQYY13, DZY14, DZ12a, FS14b, GOSV12, LKN13, Pry10, Sku13, TMSS14, Yan10b].

Convergent
[BGP11, CC12, LJY13, Reg13].

Conversion
[BSS10].

Convex
[AL13b, MO14, San10, SMC11, Aud13a, Bar12a, BH11a, Dra12a, OT12, PCC12, Rez13, Wei11, Zha14c].

Convexity
[Nor11, Alt13, CN13c, Hen10, MPP11, NS11c, WZ14a, WA10].

Convolutional
[ANP13, CNPP12, PC10, La14].

Coordinated
[KRV12, KRV14].

Copositive
[DDGH13, H112a, H114b, JV10, Qi13, XY11].

Coprime
[TL13a].

Cophere [CMS12b].

Core
[RDD14].

Corepresentation
[Dor10].

Cores
[BSST13].

Corinths
[SS10].

Corollaries
Differential [Lan10b, BM12b, BCF12, Lom11, NT11a, PLS14, Rue13, Tre11].

diffusion [KRS13].
digraphs [ABS10, CK14, DK13d, GR10, HL10c, Kim10, KP12, KSH12, MS14b, MSvdD14].
digraph [BB11a, BM14b, Bru10, BS13b, CGR14, DL13, GX12a, GL12c, HY14, Kal13b, Kim13b, LHL10, LS11b, LS12b, LYL13, Moh10, Rad10, Sch11, TC13, YW11].
dilation [Dum13a, GWW14a].
dilations [ADW13].
dimensional [BCS13a, BCF12, Cau11, dHLMS13, KK14, Lop11a, MMS12, Mar10].
dimensional [BDF11, Ben14a, BS11c, BS13a, DK13a, DK13c, CK13a, CILL12, CdGS12, CdGS20, DK11, DK12a, DK12b, Dub14, FP14, GJ11, HN10, KRH14, LwCJL11, Ma11, Moj14, Sha13a, Sko11, SQ14, Suz13, Ter13, Ter14, Wój14a, WJ12].
dimensionality [Cha10].
dimensions [AJ13, CKL+13, DKM+14, GPT13, HH12b, Yan10b, YZ13].
dioids [BL11, HTS14].
Direct [BT13, BL14, CHZ13, GK14a, JS13b, Kak10, Kaw12, KSH12, Lee13a, PPKR12].
directed [BFRR14, BKP12, Bau12, BRZ11, GP14a, Kir10, Kir14, NSC13, RGC13, dFBRS14].

Discrete [CEM14, FK13, HMR12, RY12b, AW10, BJRS11, BJ13, Cas13, Cha12, CM10, Czo10, CN10d, CN11e, FV13b, HDPT12, HRT10, Hl12b, Jun14, LTX14, NRS12, OM10, RS14a, Sad12, VS14b, Wei13a].
discrete-time [BJ13, FV13b, HDPT12, HRT10, Jun14, Sad12].
discretization [PLS14, Vui12].
discs [CGWW13, FH13, MH13a].
disguise [BCT14].
disjoint [BT11a, CW12b, DWXS12, LS13b, LHL14, LHGL14].
disks [Mel14, ST10b].
Displacement [ZYL10].
dissimilarity [WNM13].
dissipative [ADW13, DP12b, GO13, Lin13].
Distance [AH14, BNP11, Ili10a, NOL13, Psa12, AH13a, Ban13a, BS11a, BNP12, BNP13, BYZZ14, Cer10, CBB13, CLS13, DvDF11, DV14, DS14, Est12a, FGG10, Fio12, FS11, GH11, Gro14, HKP13, HRW99, HLW14, Ihl10a, Hua10, IHL11b, JM12a, JZ14, KS12b, KY11, KPY11, KT10, KT12, KM13b, Lee13b, LwW14, LP12, Lim10, LC10, LHWS13, LZG14, LZ14, MAS12, NP12, NP14, NM14, SS10b, ST12, WZ13c, XZ13b, XZD14, Yu14, Zha12b, Zha14a, vDF14].
distance-biregular [Fio12].
distance-regular [Ban13a, Cer10, DvDF11, FGG10, Fio12, KY11, KPY11, Lee13b, LwW14, vDF14].
distances [BT14b, HK14, JS12].
distinct [BB13a, CGMJ14, CHLS12, FLH12, HTW13, KS13b, NS13].
Distributed [RvS13].

Distribution [PLS14, Ada14, ANF11, DGGJ11, HLP12, JPS13, MSS14, PS12, SCSS10].
distributions [Cha14, DG10, MW10, OM14, Sku13].
distributive [HW14a].
Dittert [CW12a].
divergence [CM12a].
divided [TX12].

Divisibility [TL13a, MM10a].
division [Bot14, KLZ14b, Liu14a, Mar10].
divisor [Bot14, TL13a, WMZ14].
divisors [CS10a, Ens10, FH10b, SDNS13].
do [Pro10, RR11, XG13].
Dodgson [Abe14].

does [BMSW11, LY11a, dSP12d, Sta12, WBHM13].
domain [Pol12].
domains [BC10, BC12b, BC12c, Ens10, Hua12a, IW13, SZ14].
dominance [Mol12].

Dominant [Fie11a, BGV12, Far11b, HZ10, LH10b, LHZH11, LXL12].
dominated [Sei14].
dominating [CT11b].
domination [AHS10, Har14, LL14b, XF11, Zha12a].
Double [OT12, AdFST11, BC14a, FG13a, God12, JL12, KSAM12, Lee13b, Mol12, PY10, WJ12, Zhu11b].
double-integrator [Zhu11b].
doubling [WCKL13].
Doubly [GS10a, AT14a, BAD09, DHS12, Fan10b, GS10b, GKR13, HP04, JP11, JLW11, JPS13, LXL+14, LZ12, Mou12, MAM+13, NS12].
doubly-infinite [Sha14b].
doubly-stochastic [DHS12].
Dragos [GRS +10, GRS +11].
Drazin [BZ13, CGMS10a, CGMS10b, CI13, CW11, DMS10, DHS12, HRT13, KCD12, MD10, Mos13, PH12, SH13, WC12, Wij13, XWS12, XZ13, ZW12b, ZBW12, ZCC12].

D2 [CT14b, Wor13, CD10, DMMY10, GMH14b, HM14a, KAK11, KKL13c, LH11a, LWG10, LWG12, LH10c, MGW11, MSS14, RDD14, Tif11, BDK11].

duality [BHMR12, MRS12, FP11, Pin11].
Ducci [HNZ12].
due [Seo14].
Duffin [ACG14].
Dunkl [ST10a].
dyadic [MZ12c].

dynamic [Wil11].
dynamical [DZ12a, FGQ11, NP13a, VB10].
dynamics [JDY13, MSvdD14, Zhu11b].
Dyson [Yan10a].

e-ISBN [Tam12, Zha12a].
economics [TP13].
ed [Tam12].
Edge [CW12b, LS13b, LLT13, LHL14, BYZZ14, CL14a, Cio10a, Cio10b, EHH +12, LL13c, LHGL14, SS12a, SSSL10, Sto11, TF10, WAH13].
edge-based [WAH13].

Edge-connectivity [LLT13, Cio10a, Cio10b].
Edge-disjoint [CW12b, LS13b, LHL14, LHGL14].
edges [Suz13, Zhu11a].
Edition [Bar10b, Zha12a].
Editor [Ano11z, Bru11, Bru13, Bru14].
Editor-in-Chief [Bru13, Bru14, Bru11].
Editorial [Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h].
Editors [Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano10i, Ano10j, Ano10k, Ano10l, Ano10m, Ano10n, Ano10o, Ano10p, Ano10q, Ano10r, Ano10s, Ano10t, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11k, Ano11l, Ano11m, Ano11n, Ano11o, Ano11p, Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano11s, Ano11t, Ano11u, Ano11v, Ano11w, Ano11x, Ano11y, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano12i, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano12m, Ano12n, Ano12o, Ano12p, Ano12q, Ano12r, Ano12s, Ano12t, Ano12u, Ano12v, Ano12w, Ano12x, Ano12y, Ano12z, Ano12-27, Ano12-28, Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13k, Ano13l, Ano13m, Ano13n, Ano13o, Ano13p, Ano13q, Ano13r, Ano13s, Ano13t, Ano13u, Ano13v, Ano13w, Ano13x].

Edmonds [KW13].
effect [Mit11b, XZD14].
Effective [ESV +11].
effects [Dug11].
Efficient [BHAP12, CFPP13].
Ehrenpreis' [Lom13].

Ehrlich [BN13, GN13].
eigendata [GP12].
Eigenfunctions [WAH13].
eigenparameter [jAS13].
eigenparameter-dependent [jAS13].
eigenproblem [GPT14].
eigenproblems [AA11, GHT11, MSS12, WZ14b].
eigenspaces [Ada14, GTV12].

eigenstructure [LdSp11].

Eigenvalue [FZ13, HHK +12, JTT13, MMA11, MMRR11, Row14a, YZ12a, Zha14b, AAK11, AKM14, AHL11, BCO12, BV11, BM14a, BdFdp11, BFdp12, Bel14, Bey12, BBE +10, BN13, BdS10, CW10, CQYY13, Das10b, Das11, DS11, Duk12, Duk15, Eio11, FF12, FZW11, Fan10b, FHL +11, Gar13, GP12, GCY14, GM14, HHL10, HRW99, HMP12, HP04, JM12a, Jar12, JYD13, Kali13b, KP14a, KMNS12, Kol13, KZ11, KPY11, LaG12, LXL +14, LwCL11, LY11a, LW12b, LQY13, LL14a, LL10d, LHW11, LL13, LJY14, MD13, Mon12, MAM +13, MP10, MP14a, Nak10, NS13, NS12a, NM14, NP13b, NY14, OS14, yPjXL11, PAS11a, PAS11b, Row11, SVP11, SS14, SCSS10, SS11e, Sta12, TF10, TG13, WF10, WF12, WZ13b, We13b, We13a, WJ12, XD12, ZZZ13, XZL +13, XE11, YZ11, Yu13, YWX13, Zhu12a, dLOdAN11, dLN13].

Eigenvalues [Alo14, CMRR13, Cio10a, Cio10b, JS13a, LLMZ12, LWY10, MR12, Moh10, MAS12, RW12, AFHP14, AGM14, AAT12a, AOTR13, BFdp11, BZZ14a, BK12, Bün14, CSZ10, CS13a, CPZ13, CFJKS13, CFK +10b,
Eigenvector [GK14b, GLS13a, MM12, RW10].

Eigenvectors [BBGM12, B¨un14, BM13d, SLS13, Sri13, XZ13a, FK13].

eight [NP10].
element [Drn13b, Ney11].
element-by-element [Ney11].

Elementary [BJ10b, Buc10, DDK14, Gu14, PY10, Sin10a, BJ10c, CP12, CS10a, CDDY10, FH10b, Kec13, Kuz10, Per13, Rud12, Ruk14, SZ14, SDNS13, Yam13].

El´ements [Cas10, BR11, BPDC14, CGMS10b, Che14a, CK13c, DDDH13, LL11b, LHL12, Lim10, MS11b, WL11, WL12, WZ13a, Zhou11, Cas10].

eleven [BSU14].

elimination [VS14a, HZ14, Ji12b].
elliptic [CEM14, DOKT12, KK12, KK13, SS11a].
elliptical [ATS12].
embedded [Mit11b].
embedding [HH12a, Wag1].

Embeddings [Pan12b, RV13].

emphase [KN10].

enclosure [Miy13, Miy14].

closures [FHS14b].

encounters [RL13a].

Encyclopedia [Gr¨u12].

Endomorphism [PY14, ABK14].

Endomorphisms [DGZ13, HHL15, Mol13, OZ10, Rom14, SR13a].
energies [LS12a, XF11, Zhu12b, Zhu12c].

Energy [GRM10, KAMS11, LW12a, ACG11, ABS10, AW11, CGTR14, CFI10a, CLL13a, CLL13b, CL13a, CGR14, DX12, DG14, DGÇ14, DLL11, FHRT14, GKV11, GX12a, GHV13, GS11b, GMRS14, GFB14, HJL10, HLS11, HJLS11, fli10a, LLS10, LLS11, Rad10, RGC13, RJ10, RJ11, Roj11, RL13b, SS11b, SS11c, SW13, Srd10, Tia11a, TC13, VDV13, WL12, WZ14, YML12, ZZ13, Zha14a, ZK14].

Enestr¨om [RL13a].

enforcement [BV13a].

Engel [Bie13].

ensembles [DGJ13].
tangled [Fid10].

Entries [GG13, BCS10, Bij14, CFJK13, CDD10, FJFM14, NT11b, RR14, Shp10].

entropies [Ben14b, BP13, EdlPH14, IK13].

entropy [CFPP13, CH11, DGZ13, DLLS10, EdlP14, Kim13d, MS10c, PP11b].

entropy-preserving [PP11b].

Enumerating [IJ12].

Enumeration [AM14, Car13, SS13c, GL10b].

EP [BR11, TW11a].

equal [FFJFM14, HL11c, HTW13].

Equalities [Tia10, Pop12].

Equality [Ber13a, CPH11, JM14].

equation [Bon10a, Bon11, CGGS13, DD11a, DGD13, Fuh10a, Fur10b, GS13a, GKL11, NN10, Hua12, Kaw13, LwCJL11, Lim11b, MR10b, MR14c, Per14, SK14, ZLD11].

Equations [Ano12a, PQ10, AiS13, Ara12, AG10, Baj14, BK11a, Bi14, BM12b, BJ13, Car13, CN11e, DH10a, DH12a, DKS13b, LDL11, Dum13a, FMM12, FGR13, FH12c, GMH14b, GL10c, Guo13, Hla13, IW13, Jbi10, Ji12a, Jim10, JK13, KL13a, Kyr13, LV11, LV12, LLW14, LS14, LTX14, Miy13, MSP13, Mys12, PQ12, PLS14, Pit11, Pol13, Rei11b, RY12b, Roh11, Sad12, SS11d, Tre11, VS14b, WW10, WW10, WCKL13, XX14, XSZ13, Zha12d].

Equiangular [DHS10, Sin10b, Bod13, FMT12, HS12a, Sz ô13].

Equilibrants [JT11b].
equipped [Dor10].
equitable [Ter13].

Equivalence [Sze14a, tHR13, GPT12, GTW13, LV12, dSP10a, DDM14, Tim14].
equivalences [GHS13].

Equivalent [Hu10, CHLS12, FLH12, LMMZ12, LMT10, OM12, Van10, ZLL12].
erasure [FM12].
erasure-robust [FM12].
erasures
Erdos [OLW14]. ergodic [Fid10, Pul11].

ergodicity [Kir14]. Erratum [Cio10a, EFN10, KKL13a, Vla12].

Error [Dai11, GE12, GEP13, GO13, Cha12, Cha10, FH12c, GEP10, GJTP13, Hua13a, HZ14, KOR14, LHG10, PLS14]. error-correcting [LHG10].

Essentially [ZCKS12]. estimate [KOR14].

Estimates [BR14d, Gar13, BW12, Duk12, Duk15, MM13]. Estimation [HZ10, ZJ10, BL11, GD11b, NNW14, PT13b, RV13]. estimates [ARA12, EY13]. estimator [HLP12, LJ12], estimators [MD12c].

Estrada [DZ11, DL11, DZ12b, DZX12, FTA11, WX14, ZL11]. Euclidean [Bai14, Bud11, GS10c, GTR12, JV10, KT10, KT12, KM13b, LC10, Mol12, Tao11, Tao13, TKLX14]. evaluated [BW13b]. evaluating [CHZ13, KMNS12].

Evaluation [IRT14, CMS12a, Vse12]. even [ABS14, BCF12, HIL13, KS11c, OS14, PPK13, QS14, RR11, Rei11b]. eventually [MPT14].

Every [CHLS12, BFPSS12, BH13b, FLH12, GS12c, KLZ14b, TZ13b]. evil [Vse12]. Evolution [DT10, CLR11, CLOR13, LLR14, RM14].

evolutionary [CK13b]. Exact [Ber13b, Cha14, KM14]. exactly [TH10, WBWH13]. exceed [BMSW11, BZ12b, LY11a, Sta12, WBHM13, XG13].


expansion [MA10a, WZ14b]. expansions [Moo11]. Expected [HHMS10, Kir10].

Explicit [Dod10, DS12c, Ky13r, Mir12, Rin12, Sra13, XWS12, GMV11, Koz10, RW10].

exploration [DPF10]. exponent [GKR13, GWW14b, JLW11, KSH12, PJ13].

exponential [CMN10, Fis14, Ika11, Moo11, PKR12, PT13b, VS10]. exponentials [Sha14b]. exponents [CMN10, Czo10, LT10b]. Expressing [Slo13]. expression [HZGY12, Rin12, Tia11b]. Expressions [CGMS10b, CBB13, HZ11a, TZ12a].

extendability [BB11a]. Extended [CD14, MAGR13, SN14, JR11, KUM11, Mar13a, MTS11, Pat12a, TZ12a].

Extended-valued [SN14]. Extending [Hua12a, CJ11].

Extensions [Fur12, YJ12, BdIC13, BdIC14, DGGJ11, FHS14a, FGH13, FG13b, Had12, JZ11, JL12, LCM13, MMA11, RS14a, SS11d, ŠK10, WGL12]. extent [dSP11b]. exterior [Ika11]. extraction [BK11b, Dur12].

extrapolated [BH14a, BJRS11].

Extremal [DGK13, DL13, Jen13, LS12a, MZ13, MW14b, XF11, Ziv12, AHL11, BK12, CGSCZ10, DC14, DD14b, LL14d].

extremality [Ha13]. extreme [BT14a, CH14, Hili12a, LL10d, YX13].

extremum [Dax10, Tia12].

Faber [CKS10]. Faces [CM10b, PSw11].

factor [LNN14, LLF13, Shi12c, YZ12b].

Factored [Cha13a]. Factoring [DT11].

Factorization [CW11, KML11, Kak10b, Bot10b, BH13a, CRU13, CRU14, Dur12, For14, GS12d, HLZP13, Hua13a, Hua13b, LYS13, MR11, SPKS12, vdW14].

Factorizations [BBC14, KKL14, Lim12, HL11c, Hua12b, KG12b, LW13b].

Factorizing [Sow13]. factors [Jar12, Koz14b, Iwy10, Sbu10, SC13].

Facts [Ber09, Sla10]. faithful [LW12d].

Fallat [Gar12]. Families [BB13d, FP13, HKPR13, KIB12, Nat13, RSS10, Stu13, Wód14, Ziv12, dFADVJ10].

family [Baj14, Cha14, GZ12, Kal13a, LX13, TH11, WJT13]. Fun [BFdP10, GMRS14, tLyLWqW10, Lin11, SRdAG10, ZCWZ13].

Fast [BSS10, HR11, MII13, OM10, XE11.
BBE$^{+10}$, Han13a, MS11a]. Fastest [Kir10].

fault [PP13a]. feasibility [LLW14, ZY12b].

Feedback
[Jun14, SSS13, BO12, CC14, Liu13]. Ferrers
[AdF11]. few [AJRT14, BG12b, FMNW14, Kla10, Mol11, dSP14]. Fibonacci
[CLX13, DGMS14, LaG13]. fidelity [Kim13d].

Ferrers [AdF11]. few [AJRT14, BG12b, FMNW14, Kla10, Mol11, dSP14]. Fibonacci
[CLX13, DGMS14, LaG13]. fidelity [Kim13d].

Fiedler [BOZ11b, Grü12, Ano13y, BHMO13, BOZ11a, BCF14, BF14c, DDM12, Mac13, ND13, Nik13, Ser13, Stu13, DDP13, DDP14]. field
[AKM13, AW13c, Bie13, Bot12, CK13c, CJK13, EJLS11, HK13, dHLMS13, HCY10a, LHC10, LdSP11, Ma11, MMP13a, dSP10a, dSP10c, dSP10d, dSP12c, Qui11, Rad13, SS10d, Wu10b, de 13]. fields
[AG12, BB13a, BBC14, BC13, FL12, GH13a, GH13b, HHLS14, KK14, Kra13, KS11b, LS13, LT13, MZ12c, MSP13, PP13a, Per13, RS14b, SV13]. filliform
[CT14a, CGO10, CLOK13, LO16, Wu13b, CCGVO13, CCGO14]. filling
[HK13]. fillings
[AW10]. filter
[BO10, Jim10, LLMZ12, Mah11, MZ12c]. Filters
(GLP$^{+13}$). Filtrations
[Stu12]. find
[CS13b, Ern13]. Finding
[AS12b, BDD13, PZC11]. Finite
[Ter13, Ais13, AG12, Ada14, jAS12, BB13a, Bar10a, Bar13a, BS11c, BS13a, BPC14, CK13c, CK13+13, DHLX12, Dai13, DKS14, Dub14, DDK14, FL12, FG13e, GH13a, GH13b, GW14a, GW14a, GJ11, HW14a, HM14a, HS12b, HK13, HN10, HHLS14, KKS12, LHC10, LdSP11, LdS13, LX13, MB13, MSP13, Moj14, NS11a, Pol12, PRW11, Rom14, Row14c, Row14d, SR13a, Sev10, Sev13, Shal14b, Shii12a, Sim10, Sko11, SQ14, SS11e, Ter14, VW10a, Vij14, Vul12, Wój14a, Wol12, Xu14]. finite-difference
[Vul12]. Finite-dimensional
[Ter13, BS11c, BS13a, Dub14, IN10, Mol14, Sko11, Ter14, Wój14a]. finite-step
[DHLX12]. finally
[Bar12a, Ma11, TL13a, Yan10b]. finitely-generated [Bar12a]. Finiteness
[CGSC10, DAI13, Mor10]. Finsler
[VL12, Balla12a, Balla12b, TNP12]. First
[DD10a, LJY14, LZ11b, AM14, BM10, Bos11, JMS11, NS11b, Zhu12c]. first-order
[BM10]. Fischer
[KS10, KS12b, KM14]. Fissioned
[MW12a]. fitting
[MM10c, Moh13]. five
[BO11a, BO11b, NS12a, Ste11, XX14]. five-diagonal
[BO11a, BO11b]. five-point
[XX14]. Fixed
[Ros12b, SS11c, WLL14, CCL12, Cos14, HL11a, HL12, LT11a, LT10a, LL11c, NOL13, Per14, SMT10, Slo14, YFW10]. fixed-point
[Per14]. Fixing
[LP10]. flag
[Ber13a, DKS14]. Flanders
[DLNN14]. flat
[CS10, CS11]. flats
[WLG11]. Fliess
[LZ11b]. flipping
[MSP13]. flow
[BO10, LL10d]. flows
[A13, AJ13]. forbidden
[LS13d, Yu14a, Yu15]. forcing
[BBF$^{+}$10, CL14a, EHH$^{+}$12, EHH$^{+}$13, GB14, HCY10b, Mey12, Row12a]. form
[BBdH13, BFdp12, BIT12, BDI11, CRU14, CT11a, FDS13, FP11, FSH11, GS12b, GK11, Mar13b, NS13, Nom14, Rad13, Reh10, TX12]. formal
[TZ13a]. format
[BG13]. formats
[KRS13]. forms
[AW13a, AIS14, BDK11, CGMS10a, CN13a, DFS12, ST10, EN11, FV13a, FGH13, GMMFPSS12, HSZ12, Hu10, JY14, KKLY14, KLZ14a, KB12, MMeanwhile, MM13, MPS10, NT11a, P10, Reh11, Sim10, Sze14a, TW14, Wil14]. four
[BS13a, BB13a, BB13b, Mar10, RRM11, Tia12]. four-term
[Tia12]. Fourier
[Bar13b, FKS13, Sa12, Xu14]. Fourth
[HS12, jASZ12, DHS10, Lop11b]. fraction
[Dur12, KY13]. fraction-free
[Dur12].
Fractional [Beh13, LdS13, Mat13a, Mat14a, GMH14a].
Frame [Fut12, BHKL10, DFR13, VW10a].
framelet [MZ12c]. Frames [Fut12, BHKL10, DFR13, VW10a].
Frames [Wal11a, Bod13, BW13a, CKL13, DHS10, FM12, FMT12, HM14a, HG11a, Hir10, HS12a, KKL13c, KOPT13, LH11a, LHH13, LH10c, NRR11, Sin10b, Szö13].
framework [GHT11]. frameworks [AY13, AN13, Bai14].
Fréchet [San14].
Fredholm [Sei14].
free [BGP13, BP10, BdlC14, BM13c, DDF13a, Dea11, DTL11, Dur12, GS12d, KY13, Ma11, MR10b, MR14c, VB10, YW11, ZW12a].
French [Cas10]. frequencies [Koz14b].
frequency [ST12].
Frobenius [Lim13b, BT14b, CVW10, DIP13, FGH13, LN12, MZ10, NV12, Pat12a, Pit11].
Fuchsian [Kim13c]. Fuci’k [RY12b].
Fuglede [DK14]. Full [CRU14, HSS14, JP11, LMW12, BC13, GLZ14, JKVI3, Sav12].
full-rank [Sav12].
function [BKVI4, BV11, Boj13, BTYZ12, Car10a, CM12a, FDS13, FdC10, FHS14b, GIP12, GS12f, HLF12, LQY13, MS14b, RS14c, SS12a, SS13a, SS13c, SS13f, Tia12].
Functional [BK11a, Bhu10, Ere13, BB13a, Fuh10a, Rhei10, TX12].
 functionalities [Ben10, GD11a, Lu11, SS12].
Functions [Xu11, AL13b, Aud12, Aud13a, BKVI4, BT11b, BGP13, BHDW12, BANP12, BB10, BEK13, BB14, BJ10a, CH11, CGMPS14, Dra12a, FP11, FG13b, FKR11a, GHMVP11, GKS10, GK14c, GG13, Hia13, HWH14, HH11b, IM11, IM14, JRMSFS12, JZT14, KOR14, Kia14, KKL10, MM10a, Naj13, Nak13, Nat13, OT12, PCC12, Ruk14, Sag13, San14, Sin10a, SN12, SN14, Sto11, Uch10, WLL14, Wd14, Xu14, Zha14c].
fundamental [LNN14, Lom13].
Further [DMS10, KMSC14, MH13a, PAS11a].
Furuta [BLdP12, FNY13, Wad14].
Furuta-type [Wad14].
fusion [Bod13, HM14a].
Fuzhen [Tami12].
fuzzy [MMP13b, MP13b, MS13c].
G [Loe12, Rei11a, Rhe10].
Gaddum [NY14].
gain [KG12a, Ref12].
Gallai [KW13].
game [wH13].
games [AGK11, FDS13, Jun14, Sta14, CEC10].
Gangster [FJ10a].
gap [GO13, KR10, Wol12].
gates [CLX13].
Gau [CRSS14].
Gauss [BFRR14, Jil12b].
Gaussian [ALPV14, BT14a].
Gcd [KAMS11, TL13a].
Gcds [BDD13].
Gelfand [Dai12].
Gelf’and-type [Dai12].
General [Jim10, AY13, BV12b, Bot10b, BHG12, CPH11, CKF10a, CMS12a, CM12b, DH10a, FFG11, JKN14, KSA12, LHL10, MR11, Sha13b, TT11, XW11, wXL14, wXZ19, vBM13, Beh13].
generalised [DGJ10].
Generalization [Dok12, Mel13, AKZ13, BL13b, FFS11b, Kus12, MGLW11, MW12b].
Generalizations [FFS11a, Iik13, MS12, SN12, WX11].
Generalized [AKN12, BCAV10, Ben11, BG14b, CL12a, Dra14, Dur12, GP12, HL10c, Hun14, Huir13, Ill10b, KB14a, KB14b, KSA11, Kau12, Kim10, Kim13a, KCD12, KS11c, LL11b, MP13a, OM13, SS14, Seo13, SM10a, TX12, Wu10b, AL13b, AW11, AM13d, AL13c, Ban13b, CMR13, CJ10, CLCL12, CL11b, DH10a, DH12a, DV10, Den10, DK12b, DY14, Dra12b, DW12b, DW13, DBZZ14, FKW13, FTZ12, FDS13, FdC10, FH12b, FHI3, GP14, GL12c, He11, HOT13, HLW10b, Hu10, HZ11a, Hua11a, HP11, Hwa11, IW13, JM14, Jen13, JDM3, Kim11a, KP12, KS14b, KKM13, LW12a, Lav10, LcwCL11, LW12c, LW13a, LYS13, LMW12, LJ12, LJ13, MB13, Mar11, Mar13c, Mat12, Mel14, MS11b, Mos13, Nak10, NC13, Pei11, Pei12, RAAGAVS11, RJ11, San10, SS13a, Siv13, SR12, SS10e, Ste13, SL14, TZ12b, TNP12, TN14, Uhl13].
generalized [WLLX11, WML13, WW13, 20].
Generalizing [CC10]. generate [AKM13, Cha13a, Kau12]. generated [Bar12a, BS11c, BS13a, GS10d, KM12, Ma11, Rez13, Yan10b]. Generating [CK13b, CN10b, Lop11a]. Generation [BFBD13, JSS13, Lop11a, Wik11, Wik12].

genetic [BS10]. gentle [Gen13]. geodesic [Fuj11, HN14]. Geometric [Ban13a, CvDKP13, Isyu11, AGV12, BG12a, BCS13b, DMMY10, Gango12, Han14a, JLLY11, Kim13d, LLY11, Lim11a, Lim12, Seo11, Wil14, Yan13, BT11c, DD10c]. geometrical [ART13, Aud13b, BDD13, Ben14a, NS12b]. geometrically [Aud13a]. Geometry [DHC12, Fie11b, HH14, Lim13a, BH10, BCF12, Fuji10, GH13a, HI10a, Hua10, HI11b, Hua12a, HS12c, UV13, Gr112].


gradient [JRMFSS12, LL10d, OM10]. grading [Mar14a]. Gradings [Cir13, MFGD14, Per13]. graft [XZD14]. grafting [SSGL10]. Gram [SST14, Wil13]. Gramian [HG11a]. grand [FNY13]. Graph [CS11, ACM12, AA12, AV12, AL13, AH10, AH13a, AHLvdH13, AOTR13, BB13c, Bap13b, BBF12, Bau12, BOZ10, BRZ11, Boz13, BZ14a, BUW12, CMMR13, CAV13, CER10, CTW11, CW10, CS13b, CLS13, CL13a, DGH10, Dea11, DC13, EHH12, EFN09, EFN10, ESV11, FTDA10, FH13, FL12, GX12b, GX12c, GMY14, HHI10, HS14a, HS14b, HS10, HCY10b, HCY10a, IMA10, KR12, Kir14, Kir14, KPY11, Kuz10, LaG13, LRT10, LVW12, LFS12, LW12, aLW13, MYL13, MS10a, Mii11a, MS13c, NSW13, Nik13, ODdAK10, PRT13, RJH11, RR12, RSL10, Row12, Row11, SS12a, SS13a, SS14, SM13, SrdAG10, Suz13, TW10a, TF10, Ter11, WF10, WL12, WAH13, WMZ14, Yu13, ZC14, Zhu10b, Zhu12a, Zhu13a]. graph-theoretic [BB13c].

Graphical [COvdD10]. Graphs [BMSW11, BL12, BCF12, CT10, DV14, Fie11b, Grü12, HTW13, HHLS14, LLS12, OS14, VK10, WLLX11, WX14, vDo11, AO14, AFH14, AFLN12, AJRT14, AK12, AKZ13, AK14, AS12c, AdFST11, AdFM11, AW11, ABS14, AH14, AT14b, AJ13, BB13a, Ban13a, BK12, BP114, B14a, BFK11, BHvdH11, BHF10, BHO13, BP10, Bau12, BB11a, BMSW10, Bel14, Ben14b, BFF11, BNP11, BN13, BZ12a, BYZZ14, CvDKP13, CFG14, CR10c, C10ka, CCF12, CM11a, CBT11b, CHY11, CHY12, CFHL14, C14k10b, CLL13a, CLL13b, CGW14, CH14, CGMJ14, CL11a, CLL12, CG11, CKST11, C10a10a, CV11k10, C10b10, CW12b, CV13, CSAC10, CSAC11, CT13b, CS10b, DFG10, DvDF11, Das10a, Das10b, Das11, Das13, DX13, DG14, DLS14, DC14, DO11a, DO11b, DLS10, DL11, DLL11, DZ12b, DZX12, DZY12, DP12b, DJ14, EST12a, ED10114, FF12, FWW13, FS14a, FTP11, FY10, FN10].

graphs [FGG10, Fio12, GL10a, GZH14, GL12a, GZH14, GL12a, GK11, GB11, GFY10, GHW13, GM12, GLS13a, GW11, GWZ13, Gu13, Guo10b, GLS11, GLS12, GLS13b,
GW13b, GM14, GRM+10, GS11b, HMTR10, HL10a, HL12, HLW14, HW14c, Hua10, HJL10, HLS11, HLS11, Ill10a, JTT13, JZ14, JS12, KG12a, KP141, KAMS11, KKL10, KS13b, Koll13, KS14c, KY11, KM12, LL13a, LW12a, LS12a, Lee13b, LwW14, LS10, LLS10, LWGM10, LSC11, LWZ11, Ly11a, LWGM12, LS13b, IWG13, LTS13, LG13, LWHS13, LZG14, LZ14, LL10e, LHW11, LL11c, LMW12, LWHL12, LZ13, LTL13, LH13, LHL13, LL14b, LL14c, LJY14, LSL14, LLT12, MWZ13, MS13a, MM10a, MR12, Mig13, MW14c, MK12, MAS12, NP12, NP14, Nik10b, nik11, NY13, NSC13, NLL13, NS12b, Pan12b, PAS11a, PHS13, QY12, RRM11, Ref12, RM10, RLR13b, RTR10, Row12b, Row14a, Row14c, Row14d.

graphs [RW10, SS11b, SST14, SSGL10, SW13, SBMT10, Sin10c, SK12, Sta12, Ste10, Sto11, wTIW13, TLL13b, TH10, Tlf11, UZ14, Vj14, VDVJ13, WB11, WF12, WS12, WB12, WML13, WZ13c, WBWH13, WBHM13, WZY14, WY14a, WF14, WNM13, Wil14, WVL13, Wol13, XZ13b, XZ13a, XM11, XG13, YFW10, YL10, YWS11a, YWS11b, YFW13, YF14, ZW12a, ZLW12, Zha12b, ZZZ13, ZH13, Zha14a, ZK14, ZWL13, Zhu10a, Zhu11a, Zhu12c, dfADVJ10, dfBR13, vdF14, vdH14].

Grassmann [BBCC13, Cen11, DKS10, Pan12b].
Grassmannians [De 11, Lim10]. gravity [XWD13].
Greedy [GNE*14, GO12, Dun13b].
Greedy-like [GNE*14].
green [Sev14, BTY12, CEM14, Mar11, Mar13c, OSZ10].
Greub [Rau12].
Gröbner [KS11a].
ground [dSP10a].
Group [RDD14, AAIH13, AV12, BK11a, Bi13, CGRV13, COVD10, CLST14, CGL13, CK13c, CGM+10, Den11, GST13, GH12, HRT13, Hll14a, HT10b, JLN13, KM12, LWGM10, LWGM12, LW12, Ma11, MR11, Nie12, Nie13, dSP12d, Slo12a, TT12, VW10a, WZ13a, WMZ14, XSH14].
groups [Ada14, ÁvW11, BDV12, CD11, DF14, DK12b, DGZ13, FG13c, GL10a, He11, HS12b, HK13, Kim13c, KK14, KN10, KN13b, MW12a, Moll13, Rod11, Shi12a, Sin10b, Xu14, Yan10b].

Hammer [NA13, TZ12a, XW11].
Grüss [Coh14, GD11a, MR10c].

guessing [CFHL14].
guide [BS10].
gyroscopic [Lan13].

H [Rei11a, HGS13].

H-eigenvalues [HQS13].

Haar [AK11].

Haar-type [AK11].

Hadamard [Aud10a, BFK11, BB13d, BR14a, CFLW13, Dra12a, EGR12, GKe12, Hua11c, Kar11a, Kar11b, tLyWq10, Lin14b, Mit11b, NS12c, Pep12, Zsö13, WZ13d, ZCW13].

Hadamard-type [BR14a].

Halley [Guo10a, Lin10].

Halmos [Dom10].

Hamilton [FTZ12, Hwa11, Hwa12, MSvV12].

Hamiltonian [BFS11, Lim14, LLT12, RS14a, SB12].

Hamiltonians [Han11a].

Hamiltonicity [FN10, Zho10].

Hamming [CM11a].

Handelman [Laf12].

Hankel [AHAPP10, Ang13, BH12, Boj13, BF14b, CY11, CMS12a, CHZ13, CK13d, CI10, EWE12, HR11, KS14b, MS14c, RB12].

Hardback [Lim13b, Rod11a, Zha12a].

Hardy [AP14, Lac13].

Harm [Ano13d, Ano13c]. harmonic [Hir10, KLL11]. Having [AG12, MR12, Nom14].

Haynsworth [GS10c].

heat [DGu14].

heat-bath [DGu14].

Hecke [Lee13b].

Heinz [BLdP12, KMSC14, MN12a].

Heisenberg [GS12c, MFG14, Sze14b].

Helmer [Hir13].

hemispaces [KNS14].

Herglotz [BK14].

Hermite [DV14].

Rermitean [LV140].

Hermitean [LV140].

Rod12a, AAT12a, ALR12, BH14a, BW11, BF14b, BDPS10, BHL10, BLL13, CMI12a,
hyperelliptic [OZ10].


hypergraphs [BZW14, CD12b, Duk12, Duk15, HQS13, Nik14, QSW14, XC13].

hyperinvariant [AW13c, MMP13a].

hyperplanes [De 11, LM10a, Niti10].

Hyperreflexivity [BRZ13, BR14d, PP12a].

hyperspectral [GP13a]. hypersurface [CN10b]. Hyponormal [HMT10, CDDY10].

hyponormality [KL12].

deals [BZW11, BDF11, BJ11, CV13, KS14a, KZ10]. Idempotent [Ma14, WLG11, And13, Bot14, BH11a, BHMR12, KN13c, KLZ14b, LV11, PP11a, dSP10c, dSP10d, SZ14, Shin11, Shin10a, SB11, Zuo10].

Idempotents [Mat13b, ABEV10, BS12b, BS11c, BS13a, CM12, Den11, DCW12b, KCID12, dSP10b, SH13, Wan14b, ZW12b].

Identical [AGV12]. identifiability [BBCC13]. identified [AK11]. Identities [BS11a, KZ10, LMMS12, Abe14, BM13c, CD14, Cen11, Cha13a, Cra13, DK12, Ere13, HP12a, Hii13, KdM13, Lai10b, Mar13b, Per13, Rah13, TW10b, dCF12]. identity [BT11c, HMP+11, Hii13, Kt13, MSvW12, SS10c, WLG12]. identity-product [WLG12]. IDR [RRZ13]. if [PPK13]. Ihara [BHP12, MM10a, SS13c]. II

[LT10b, ARZ11, BF14c, CGGS13, CS10b, DK12a, EvdD10, FJMP14, HP12b, IS14, JS11, KK13, LH11a, LMMR13b, MS10b, MS10c, OT12, Siv12a, Tre10]. III


imaginarianess [BV13a]. imaginary [KS11b]. imbeddability [KM13a].

Implementations [NRS12]. implicit
GLS13a]. internal [Gum13, Wu13a].
interplay [SB11]. interpolants [CH11].
interpolating [BPDC14]. Interpolation [AL14, HWH14, AL13b, AIL12, BO11, FKR11a, Fuh10b, KOR14, PT14, Sav14, SV13]. interpolatory [SB11].
interpretation [GG12]. intersection [MGLW11, SB12]. intertwining [Che13].
Interval [GPT14, Mys12, Dah11, Hla13, KS12a, LLD13, LLW14, LL13d, MMP13b, MP13b, MS14c, MP14b, NS11c, PM10, PKR12, Roh11, SH10].
Intervals [AG13, FZ13]. Introduction [Est12b].
Invariance [BHKL10]. Invariance [BG14a, B¨un14, AM13d, ACG14, AL13c, BS14, BCD12, BCEM12, BM14a, BdFdP11, BfdP12, BT13, BCEM12, Bo13, BZ13, BZZ13, CGLQ14, DXG12, GC14, Dom10, DZ12a, FGS11, FCL10, FF10b, Fur12, GK11, GV11, HG11a, HL11d, IJ12, Jun12, MZ14, MA12, Pro10, PP13b, Rss10, Sku13, WL12, W´oj14b, ZH12].
Invariants [AW10, Bap10, Dood13, DJ14, V13a, F¨ur10a, G¨om10, GS10b, Lop11a].
Inverse [BD13, JS11, MZ14, NM14, SVP11, BM14a, BdFdP11, BfdP12, BT13, BCEM12, Bo13, BZ13, BZZ13, xCwXL11, CSV14, CGS10a, CGS10b, CRVC13, CI13, DS11, Den11, DW11, DMS10, DMS13, Fan10b, FHS14b, GP12, HRW99, HLS10, HHI2, HP04, JM12a, Ji12b, JD13, JS13b, KS12a, KW12, LT12a, LXY14, LMY11, LJY13, LSH12, MH13b, MZ10, MD10, Mos13, Mot12, MAM13, NS12a, NS11b, Nor11, PH12, Pat12, yP11XL11, DXG12, RDD14, SS14, SH13, Wei13b, Wei13a, WJT13, WJ12, W’jl13, XX14, XGL13, XSH14, Yan14, IYuZn14, YZ11, YWX13, Z12b, Zha12c, ZH11b, ZCC12, vdH13].
inverse-positivity [JS13b]. Inverses [BG14a, B¨un14, AM13d, ACG14, AL13c, BS14, BCEM10, COvdD10, Drai12b, Drai14, FK13, HTS14, HF12, HZ11a, Hua11a, HZGY12, HZJ12, Hun14, KKM13, LHL110, Mar11, Mar13c, MS11b, NCI13, Siv13, SPKS12, WC12, WL10a, XCS13, XS13, YW10, ZBW12, ZZC14]. Inversion [FP11, BOZ10, DV10, ER13, MS1a, MR10b, MR14c, DDP13].
irrationality [GWW14b]. Irreducibility [Had12, BB13c]. Irreducible [DDG13, BE10, Cer10, JMS11, Kin13a, KY12a, Ser11, Ter13, Ter14, YHI12].
isometry [BT14a, GW14a]. Isomorphisms [ArV13, KZ10]. Isospectral [BW12, GLP13]. isometric [BJ10c, AS12a].
Isometries [AAH13, GP14, HN14, AM13d, BMN13b, BJ11, BJZ12, Cir14, Dug12, GW14b, GP14b, Gu14, Kho12, MS14a, Mol13, PP12a, Sar14].
Isometry [BT14a, GW14a]. Isotone [NN10, NN13].
Jacobi [BP12, BdFdP11, BfdP12, BCEM12,
BF14d, DD11b, HSS10, HSS14, KZ11, SB12, SS11e, SS13f, Wei13b, WJ12, Xu12].

Jacobian [BVV12, Gna12, Sun13, Yan11].

Jacobians [GS12a].

Jacobson [Wu10b, ZCC12].

James [AR12, CP11].

JB* [ili10b].

JB*-triples [ili10b].

Jensen [BH14b, Kia14, KLP12, KP14b, MPP11].

Johnson [Gar12, GZH14].

join [BHvdH11, BYZZ14, CMRR13, MH13b].

joined [MR12].

Joint [CN10b, Dumi13a, GZ13, CN13c, DHLX12, GB13, GMV11, Koz10, Koz14a, LV11, LP12, LX13, MR14b, OM13, OM14, Pep12, Sed11].

Jordan [DWW14, BS12b, BH10, BM13c, BF14d, CT11a, CM14, CMZ10, DW14, FMM13, GS10c, GTR12, GC12, HW11, HLW10b, JV10, Ji12b, JH10, LW2d, MMMM10, Mar13b, MW10, Mol12, Mol13, NS13, SM10b, Tao11, Tao13, TKLX14, WW13b, WX10b, ZZ11, ZH11a, ZZ10, ZZ12].

Jörg [Gre13].

Jose [LPQdS10, FdC12].

jumping [DKOT12].

Kaczmarz [NT14, PPKR12].

Kadanoff [BBGM12].

Kadison [BR10, DH12b, WY14b, YJ12].

Kakeya [RL13a].

Kamvar [Gle11].

Kapranov [Shi12b].

Karaduman [Hil14c].

Karcher [BI13, LY13].

Kato [BCL+10, DXG12, DC13].

Kittaneh [GW13a].

Klir [Gre13].

Klopp [LZ12b].

Koch [Gre13].

Koe [OLW14].

Kohn [YM12].

Krawtchouk [NT12b, Wor13].

Krein [AGPF12, PT13a].

Kronecker [BJRS11, CSV14, Dod13, HFS13, HTS14, HF12, OZ10, Tad12].

Kruskal [BH13b, Der13, Rho10].

Krylov [BFS11, CK13d, DZ12a, JR11, Jbi10, MSS12, RRZ13, Sad12, SE13, Sto12, Xu11, Gre13].

Krylov-type [SE13].

Kwong [Naj13].

Ky [Lin11, GMRS14, SRdG10].

labeled [WNM13].

Lagrange [Ma10a, TX12].

Laguz [Lan14].

Lanczos [BFS11, PPZ14].

Laplace [MW10, TW10b].

Laplacian [LT11a, AHP14, AC+11].

Laplacian + [AKM14, AOTR13, AT14b, BS11a, Bap13a, BMSW11, Bel14, BL10b, BRZ11, Boz13, BZ12a, CGTR14, CFD10a, CT10, CW10, CJ12, CT12, CTG13, CS10b, Das10b, Das11, DXG12, DXL13, DGÇ14, DLS14, DL11, DZ12c, Est12b, FF12, FTDA10, FY110, FHR11, FHT14, GK14b, GLS13a, GLS12, GLS13b, GW13b, GCY14, HMTR10, HL10a, Har14, HL11a, HL12, HZJ13, HT10a, HY14, HQS13, LSC10, LS10, LSC11, LWZ11, LW12b, LZ12b, LTS13, LGS13, LY11b, LL10c, LL11c, LW12e, LTT13, LH13, LL14b, LL14c, LSD14, MK12, NS13, NP14, NLL13, QSW14, QY12, RJ10, RW10, SW13, Siri3, Suz13, TW10a, wTm1S12, wTIW13, Ter11, VDVJT13, WB11, WL12, WF12, WBHM13, WAH13, XZ13b, XMI11, YY14a, YFW10, YL10, YWS11a, YWS11b, Z113, ZHG13, Zho10, ZSWB14, Zhu10a, Zhu10b, dLOdAN11, dLN13, vDO11, vDF14].

Laplacian-eigenvector [RW10].

Laplacian-energy-like [DXG12, DGÇ14, WL12].

Laplacianness [Hu10].

Laplacians [AH13a, Bau12, BFF+11].

Large [AM13c, BGP13, BFdP12, GM14, LRV12, LSV12, dSP12a, AW11, BHM13, FHT14, GG13, Jbi10, KKM13, LHZH11, MAS12, dSP11a, dSP11b, dSP12b, Sad12, Wan11b, WCKL13, WZ14b, ZL11].

Large-scale [LRV12, KKM13, Sad12, WCKL13].

largest [AHL11, ABK14, CFK+10b, CW10, CQYY13, Das10b, Das11, Kol13, KY11].
KPY11, LY11a, LGS13, LGSC14, LHW11, Nik11, PJ13, QSW14, Sta12, WZY14, ZLW12, ZCQ13, Zhu12c, dLN13.

last

[LGSC14, LHW11, Nik11, PJ13, QSW14, Sta12, WZY14, ZLW12, ZCQ13, Zhu12c, dLN13].

Lattice-like [NN13]. Lattices

[CMZ10, CSC13, Kub13]. Laurent

[He11, Lak10b]. law [DD11c, MTS11]. laws

[CIH11, SR13a]. Lawrence

[DD11c, MTS11]. Laws

[CIH11, SR13a]. Lawson
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Linear-quadratic \cite{NT11a, Jun14}.

Linearity \cite{BEV13}.

linearization \cite{MP10}.

linearizations \cite{AA11, AAK11, BCF14, BF14c, DDM12, HMP12}.

linearly \cite{AA14, B¨un14, CK14, CGM+10, Gna12, RS12b, ZHZF13}.

lines \cite{BH10, DS10, Lee13c}.

link \cite{BCF12, Pit11}.

Liouville \cite{jAS13, KZ11}.

Lipschitz \cite{BJ10a, GV11, JRFMS12, Koz10, Lan10a, PP13b, Rod11, Rod12b}.

Lipschitzian \cite{JV11}.

List \cite{Ano11a, Ano12c, Ano13e, Ano13f}.

Lists \cite{Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano10l, Ano10i, Ano10j, Ano10k, Ano10l, Ano10m, Ano10n, Ano10o, Ano10p, Ano10q, Ano10r, Ano10s, Ano10t, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11k, Ano11l, Ano11m, Ano11n, Ano11o, Ano11p, Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano11s, Ano11t, Ano11u, Ano11v, Ano11w, Ano11x, Ano11y, Ano11z, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano12i, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano12m, Ano12n, Ano12o, Ano12p, Ano12q, Ano12r, Ano12s, Ano12t, Ano12u, Ano12v, Ano12w, Ano12x, Ano12y, Ano12z, Ano12-27, Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13k, Ano13l, Ano13m, Ano13n, Ano13o, Ano13p, Ano13q, Ano13r, Ano13s, Ano13t, Ano13u, Ano13v, Ano13w, Ano13x, CL14b, ES14]. lists \cite{JNS13, KS13a}.

lit \cite{wH13}.

lit-only \cite{wH13}.

Littlewood \cite{AW10, AP14, Lac13}.

LLL \cite{LQ11}.

LMI \cite{PKR12}.

loadings \cite{ZHZF13}.

Local \cite{Cos14, BS11b, Ben13, Bon10b, CD11, JZZ13, KY11, Kra13, TZ12b, Tra12, AKA13, FP11}.

local-global \cite{Kra13}.

localization \cite{Elo11, SPR13, LL14a, RS10}.

localizations \cite{DTL11}.

localize \cite{SYH14}.

Locating \cite{JT11a}.

location \cite{JTT13, Wil11}.

Loewner \cite{Aud13c}.

Log \cite{W14a, Alt13, DBZ14, WZL13}.

log-convexity \cite{W14a, Alt13}.

log-determinant \cite{CM12a}.

logarithms \cite{BLdPS10, Chi13, LNN14}.

logistic \cite{YiKIS12}.

lollipop \cite{GSL11, GW13b, WS12, WY14a}.

lonesums \cite{KKL13a, KKL13b}.

long \cite{BLX11, CBB13, W LZ13}.

looking \cite{Raf14}.

loop \cite{Bap10, GS10b, YW11}.

loop-free \cite{YW11}.

loopy \cite{GM12}.

Log-convexity \cite{W14a, Alt13}.

Log-determinant \cite{CM12a}.

Logarithms \cite{BLdPS10, Chi13, LNN14}.

Logistic \cite{YiKIS12}.

lollipops \cite{GSL11, GW13b, WS12, WY14a}.

lonesums \cite{KKL13a, KKL13b}.

long \cite{BLX11, CBB13, W LZ13}.

looking \cite{Raf14}.

loop \cite{Bap10, GS10b, YW11}.

loop-free \cite{YW11}.

loopy \cite{GM12}.

Log-convexity \cite{W14a, Alt13}.

Log-determinant \cite{CM12a}.

Logarithms \cite{BLdPS10, Chi13, LNN14}.

logistic \cite{YiKIS12}.

lollipops \cite{GSL11, GW13b, WS12, WY14a}.

lonesums \cite{KKL13a, KKL13b}.

long \cite{BLX11, CBB13, W LZ13}.

looking \cite{Raf14}.

loop \cite{Bap10, GS10b, YW11}.

loop-free \cite{YW11}.

loopy \cite{GM12}.

Log-convexity \cite{W14a, Alt13}.

Log-determinant \cite{CM12a}.

Logarithms \cite{BLdPS10, Chi13, LNN14}.

logistic \cite{YiKIS12}.
majorizations [Nie12]. make [DTL11]. manifold [YZ12a]. Manin [FP13]. manpower [DT10]. many [DLNN14, Mat14a, MO14, TL13a]. map [GK11, Ha13, HNZ12, Lin14a, dSP12d]. Maple [GS12b, Kla10]. mapping [AA14, JSS13, Sko11]. mappings [BP11, CW11, CN10c, CN11d, FFS11a, FRS14, HW11, Han14a, KN13c, LLF13, Rs12c, Wój14a, XW10a, Zho11, ZZX10, dOFK+13]. Maps [ABSV12, Cos11, GN14, HLW10b, HH11b, JG10, LP12, MS10c, WLG12, ZH11a, ABEV10, BS12d, Bou10b, BMS14a, CC12, Che14a, CFL13b, CLS10, DD10b, DHKQ13, DW12a, Fra12, Fra13, FH10b, Fur11, Gna12, GZ13, HKPR13, HQ13, Ika11, JH10, KS14a, KSAM12, LT12b, LT16, LP10, LW12c, LW13a, LHL12, LT10a, LL10b, LT13, Liu14a, Liu14b, M10c, Nie13, Pan12a, RO10, Sun13, Wan11a, WFM11, YT13a, YJ12, dlP11]. Marcus [LL12]. Marcus-Minc [LL12]. Marix [BW11]. market [Vas14]. Markov [CK13b, Cas13, DT10, DGU14, Góm10, HB12, Hum10, Hum14, Kir10, Kir14, MA10b, Nemi13, PR10, Pul11, Rhei1, Sku13, V13, Vas14]. Markovian [Hum14, Koz14a]. Marshall [Zha12a]. Martingale [Dah12a]. Massey [KY13]. Mastronardi [Gen10]. matchgates [LMN13]. matching [Beh13, GL12a, HL11a, KW13, LT11a, SS11c, Ste10, wTm12]. matchings [GX12b, LSC10, TS12]. mathematical [BEL12]. Mathematics [Ber09, Gar12, Grit12, Lim13b, Rod12a, Sla10, FdC12, Bar10b]. Mathias [Lim11a]. matrix [BW12]. Matrices [Bar12b, Bra10, FJ11, Fie11b, Gem10, HMSC13, KKL13a, KKL13b, LSTW13, Rei11a, SM13, AMP10, AIS13, AG12, AFLN12, AA14, AG13, AM13a, AAF12, AKM13, AGM14, AB12, AHAPP10, Ali12, ANP13, Alq14, ÆSF12, ÅAF12, AdF11, ART13, ALRV12, Ang13, AT11, AT14a, AK11, Aud10a, Aud13c, BBG14, BT14a, BB13b, BT11a, BB13c, Ban13b, BS11a, BG14a, BP12, BKM+13, BB13d, BH12, BMW10, BSK12, BSKL13, BFdp10, BldpS10, BfdP11, BfdPd11, BfdPf12, BT13, Bdp13, BDH+12, BO710, BOZ11a, BANP12, BCFM10, BECM12, Ben10, BM13a, Ben14a, BB10, BB14, BS12c, BP11, BDG13, BD13, Bie13, Bie14, BBE+10, BI13, BH10, BBGM12, BHYZ12, BSU14, BCS13b, BC12c, BC13, BC14b, Bot10a, Bot12, Bou13, BLL12, BLL13, BL14, BRZ13, Bre14, BRLS12, BHZ10, BK10, BD12b]. matrices [BFH12, BKMS13, BC14c, BBS12b, BLS14, BZ13, BK12, Buj13, Bun14, BAD09, BS13b, BW13b, CRS14, CRS14, CH13, CD14, CR10, CRU13, CRU14, CSV14, CH13, Car10a, CT11a, CN12a, CPF13, CR10b, CK13b, CAV13, CGM11, CGMS10a, CGRVC13, CQvD10, Cau11, CCF+12, CS10a, Cha14, Cha13a, CPR10, CTW11, CM12a, CL10a, CGMJ14, CL10b, CG13, Che14b, Cj11, CK13d, CN13a, CN13b, Cho13, CN11d, CGSCZ10, CD13, Cir13, CM14, CNP12, CD12a, Cohl14, CDM12, CP10, Cos11, CFLW13, CL12c, Dak10, Dahi11, Dai11, DLH12, DoMP90, DL14, Dax10, DLNN14, DH10a, DMP11, DD11b, DK12b, DP12a, DHS12, DGS14, DFS12, DFS14, DS14, Dok12, DKOT12, DHKQ13, DO11a, DO11b, Dom10, Dom13, DA10, DT11, DdF13b, Df14, DZ13, Dc13, DGS10, DHS10, ER13, Eol11, Eov10].
matrices

matrices

Matricial
Monotony [BM12b]. Monov [CL14b].
Moore [Boz13, xCwXL11, HF12, HZ11a, Ji12b, KS12a, MS10a, MZ10, Nor11, Pat12b, RDD14, WJT13, XCS13, Yan14, ZZCW13].
Morrison [MS11a]. Morse [AJ13]. Moshe [Boz13].
most [BH13b, KY11, LL13a].
motions [AY13, AN13]. Motzkin [CY11].
mouth [HH12b].
Multi [Boz13, LLY11, BCY12, CC10, GMS13, Sha14a, SB11, Zhu11b, ZY14].
multi-level [Boz13].
multi-metric [SB11]. multi-objective [GMS13].
multi-step [Boz13].
Multidimensional [KLP12, Lee13c, Xu14, NT11a, OT10].
multilinear [BW13b, FGH13, FKLT13, GMMFPSS12, Kon13, Moh13, NA13, Pd14, SR13b, SR13c, Fd11].
multinomial [YiKIS12]. multipartite [CHLW14, JZ14, PHS13].
multiple-sets [ZY12b].
multiplications [BLLX11, RO10].
Multiplicative [BE12, CLS10, JK11, WW13c, ZZ10, Bal10, xCwXL11, GO12, Wan11a, UW11].
multiplicatively [LS12a]. multiplicities [BZZ14a, OS14].
[AKM14, AGV12, GS12d, JNS13, KS13a, Row11, Row14a].
multiplier [Aud13c, CPK11].
multiplying [O’D14]. Multiperspherical [KT10, KM13b].
multivariable [PP14].
multivariate [AS14, BDD13, DU14, GH11, Han14a, LW13b, Wal11b]. Musings [Moh13].
mutually [Kis15, XX12]. Mysteries [NSW13].
N [BPRY11, Gen10]. Nanjing [BBD+11].
NASC [BBD+11]. Natural [MRW11].
Naturally [ACGVK14, CGO10, CLOK13, LM016].
near [MV12]. nearest [ABB011, NR10].
Nearly [SSMS14, Bod13, CFK+10b].
necessarily [Pop14]. Necessary [CHK+13, LLD13, Sha13a, FS14b, LS12d].
needed [DTL11]. negacyclic [La 14].
negative [AUD10a, BV13a, CR10b, FKM13, KS13b, MYL13, MWZ13, PT13a, Wul12, ZCKS12].
network [ACM+12, Bdt13].
neighbourhood [LL13c].
nest [Gha13, HJ10, DTd12, QH10, SM12, ZZ11, ZZW10, ZHQ14].
nested [AdFST11].
news [ZCKS12]. Newton [BH13a, BJ13, CA10, FS11, Guo10a, Jar12, JMP10, JMP13, SK14, SV11].
Nil [Nijenhuis] [LCM13]. Nil [BCDM13].
nil-clean [BCDM13]. nilindex [ACGVK14, CCRG13].
nilpotency [Sun13, Tan10b].
Nilpotent [BDF11, Hua11b, BDH+12, BdlC13, BdlC14, BV12, CLOR13, CdG12, CdG20, FP14, GS13b, Kha13, KLZ14b, MMS12, NS14, OR12, Tan11, WGL12, de 13, BVV12].
nilpotent-centralizer [GS13b].
Nilpotent-Jacobian [BVV12]. nilradical [LCM13].
Nineteenth [Abe11]. Nod [NC13].
nodes [LD12, MD13, Ziv12]. Nomura [CM11a].
Non [JRMFSS12, MAM12, ALPV14, AUD10a, BH14a, BP10, BT13, BCS13a, CR10b, CKST11, Cos14, DL14, FKM13, GK11].
non-bipartite \cite{CKST11}, non-closed \cite{Net10}. Non-commutative \cite{MMA12,Seo13,dO12}. Non-commuting \cite{DO11b}. Non-commutative \cite{ARZ11}. Non-monotonic \cite{JKLQ13,PT13b}. Nonnegative \cite{CN12a,FJ11, Gar12,MS11b,PRW11,Siv13,SDNS13,AG13,Aga14,Ben14a,BR14c,BK10,BAD09,BSST13,BS13b,CBP10,CS10a,CPZ13,CQYY13,CD13,CKAC14,CL12c,Drn13b,DZ13,Fri11,FGH13,GG12,GP13a,GL12b,Sen10,GGK+13,GKR13,Hua11c,Hua13a, JWL11,KG12b,KSS12,Laf12,Lav10,LC10,NS12a,NT11b,PV12,Qi13,Sah10, Ser11,Spe11,VR12,Voy13,XZ14,ZCQ13]. Nonnegative \cite{HRT10,HRT13,PP11a}. nonpositive \cite{CRU13,CRU14}. nonpositivity \cite{HC10}. nonpowerful \cite{JMS11}. Nonsingular \cite{BC12c,DDf14, HK13,HLZ12,BHZ10, CRU13,CP10,DQW13,FHL12,FJ14,HC10, LNN+12,LS13d,LJY14,NPP13,SYH14]. Nonsingularity \cite{Zuo10, BB13b,LS12c}. nonsymmetric \cite{GL10c,KW12,Lw-CL11,WXH10b,XD12}. nontrivial \cite{Dod13,ZZ11,Zho11}. nonzero \cite{CP10,GOsvdD14,HTW13,MB13,MZ14,PR13b,YHH12]. nonzeros \cite{MGSW14}. Nordhaus \cite{NY14}. Nordhaus-Gaddum \cite{NY14}. Norm \cite{BG12a,MM13,Pop12,Aud10b, BT14b,BJ11,CVW10,CLF13a,FCL10,FLC11,Gon11,Hia13,HMR12,Hua11c,Ji12a,KS14a, Kyr13,LM11,LMYY11,MD13,MA12,MZ10,MTS11,NNW14,RRI1,SP13,SR12,TGS14]. norm- \cite{TGS14}. normal \cite{AM13a, BFdp10,BFdp11,BFd12,BDG13,BD13,BR11,Buj13,CH13,Chi13,CI10,Gen12, HLP12, KM13a,MS14,yPj1XL11, Sed11,SS13d,SS13c,Slo12b,Sze14a,Van10, WW13d]. normalizable \cite{GOsvdD14}. Normalized \cite{Bau12,AT14b,Boz13,CFK10a,CJ12, CL13a,LLSC14,vDO11]. normally \cite{CM13}. normed \cite{Wjo14a}. norms \cite{Aud13c,BH14b,BLS14,CGCZ10,Fur12, GKI14c,HK10,Lac13,Lan14,Lec10,LT12b,LT16, MW14b,Mor10, NY13, Pat10,ZH12}. Note \cite{Ano11z,Ano12-28,BC14c, CL13a, LGSC14,vDO11]. Notes \cite{Far11b,Fie10, Ha13}. notion \cite{Han11b,Han14b,TN14}. notions \cite{BBM14}. novel \cite{Ma10a}. November \cite{BBD+11}. nowhere \cite{BS14,FFS11a}. NSC \cite{BBD+11}. null \cite{BBD14}. Nullity \cite{BH11b,Bri13, CL11a, EHH+12, FFW13,GFY10,GX12c,
nullspace [JKN14]. nullspace-type [JKN14]. Number
[AlS13, BPA+11, AG12, AKM13, AAJ12, AHAPP10, AdFM11, AHS10, BB13a, Bea12, BLL13, CRSS14, CS13a, CL14a, CFHL14, DTL11, Dom13, DH10b, DL13, DdFD13b, DdFD14, EHH+12, FY10, FG13c, Gar13, GB11, GLS12, HJ13, Hir10, HTW13, HJL10, LS10, LT11a, LZ12b, LS11b, LHL13, IYL13, LL14b, LJY14, MGWS14, MZ12c, NS13, NOL13, Row12a, Sin10c, SWT13, Ste10, TF10, Uhl13, Wik11, Wik12, XF11, YW11, YWS11b, ZHG13, Zha12a].

numbers [AAK11, AL13a, BHKM13, CY11, CMS12a, EWY12, GWW14b, He13, KL12, LaG13, Lakh10a, LJ11, LHY14, MGLW11, DDP13, WW13a, WC11, LCwCL11].

numeric [PS14b]. Numerical [Ali12, BS12a, CGWW13, DGH+11, Gau10, Gle11, HMP+11, Kam10, KI10, TW11b, Tsai11, AM13a, CG13, Che14b, CN10b, CN11a, CN11c, CN12b, CN13c, CP11, CLS10, DPFI10, DD11d, GW13a, GTW13, GW14b, GP14, GZ13, HH12a, HB12, LMM11, LM12, Lec13a, LP12, LPS13, PLS14, PT13a, PGM+11, VU14, WW13a, WC11, LCwCL11]. Numerically [FM12]. Nussbaum [Lim13b].


Olkin [Zha12a]. One [ALPV14, CRS14, GS12b, ABEV10, BBdH12, BBdH13, Bat14, BR14c, CT11a, CT11b, DHLX12, FGvRR13, Fri11, KO13, KY11, Lec13b, LFS12, LT11b, LX13, MMRR11, MMRR12, dSP12d, Pet10, PS14b, RW12, Sag11, Sav12, Slo12b, Suz13, WFM11, WMZ14]. One-bit [ALPV14]. one-dimensional [Suz13]. one-dominating-vertex [CT11b].


Operator [CMS12b, Gon11, Kia14, Kim13d, Mos11, SP13, Sec14, AR10, AG10, ACG13a, Aud13b, BC14a, Bö13, BH14b, CH13, CDDY10, CI14, DW11, DD11d, DX13, ET13, FMWW12, Fur10b, HC14, Han14a, HK12a, HN10, HIK+13, JG10, JR14, KS14a, KSAM12, KJK13, KW12, KLP12, MPP11, MTS11, MMK13, Nak13, OM10, PP14, San14, Uch10, WW10, WD10, WLL14, Wój14b, XZ13, XSH14, ZW10, ZHQ14, Zha14c, dSC14].

Operators [Bra10, AS12a, AR10, And13, ACG13b, AK12b, BV12a, Bar10a, Bar13a, BS12a, BCD10, BR11, BC12a, BJ10a, BJ10b, BJ10c, BV13b, BB11b, Bud11, CRS14, Cam13, CL12a, CEM14, Che13, Den10, DWXS12, DCIW12a, DD11c, Dra12a, DP10, DJK12b, DDK14, DK13e, ES13, FJ10a, For14, GS10a, GN14, GP14, Sem10, Gu14, GS10e, HGI11a, HKK+12, HH14, HLW10b, HZ11a, Hua11a, HZ12, JLLY10, KL12, KI10, KRS13, Kec13, KR10, KB12, Lac13, Lán10a, LP12, LCM13, LMMR13a, LMMR13b, Lomi11, Lu11, MM13, Mat13a, Mat14a, MPP11, Mol11, MIM13, MN12b, Nie10, PP14, PY10, Pe14, Pep12, PT13a, Pop13b, Pro10, Rez13, RS12b, Ros12b, Rud12, ST10a, Sed11, Se14, SR13b, Sha13a, Sha11, SM10a, SM10b, TD13, Tim14, VU14, XDFL10, XCS13, YW10, ZH11a]. operators [ZH13, dOHKS12]. Oppenheim [Lin14b].

Optimal [JZT14, LH11a, LJ12, LH10c, TDT13, Wil13, CGM+10, EY13, GOSV12, GIP12, HCY10a, LHH13, LLD13, LL13d.
MZ10, Mit11b, NP10, NA13, Peñ14, Sta14]. 
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BC14b, BO11, BH11b, BHAP12, Cer10, CL13b, DTL11, FHI0c, Gna12, GX12b, GS12c, HB12, HP11, JK1V3, KL13a, KL12, KH13, KdM13, KW13, Lee13b, LD12, LW13b, LM10c, MZ13, MW14a, Moe11, FQZC11, Pet10, PT14, RO10, SK14, Sun13, TW14, VS14b, Wu10b, ZYL10, dCF12, vdW14).

polynomial-Vandermonde [ZYL10].

Polynomials [NT12a, AAK11, AK12a, Aga14, AAT12a, AAT12b, AL14, Bal14, BM14a, BR14b, BK11b, BG12b, BL10a, BSS10, BH13a, BMM12, BR12, BW13b, CMS12a, CKS10, CN10a, CN11b, CL11b, Cim11, CD12c, DD10a, DMD12, DTS11, DW10, DD10b, ES11, FPC13, GMMPSS12, GW13a, GN13, GS12d, GM11b, He14, HLW14, Hen10, HT10a, Hwa11, IM11, Kall13a, KHTK13, KH13, LT12a, Lan14, Lav10, LL10a, LZ13, MMMM10, MMMM13, MZ12a, MZ11, Me13, Mel13, NV10, NT12b, Psa12, QY12, Qua12, RBP12, RL13a, Sha10a, Sim10, T713, DDP14, DMM14, TG111, TT11, VS13, WLLX11, WML13, WZ13d, dF10, dO12].

polytope [CGSCZ10, CM10b, KAAK11, PSW11].

Polytopes [Dah11, ACDM14, Bar12a, Beh13, BG12b, BW13a, Dah12a].

polyvectors [De 11].

Poncelet [Mir10, Mir12].

Pontryagin [CD12c, Wor14, dSW12].

pooling [LHG10].

population [LLR14, MsvdD14, RM14].

porism [Mir12].

Porta [CMS12b].

portfolio [DBZZ14].

Portuguese [FdC12].

posed [BJRS11, HMR12, NRS12].

poset [Kha13].

posets [AY13, FFG+11].

Positive [AG10, BKV14, BL13, Dru14, EEH+13, Fri11, Fur10b, Gar10, LV14, MYL13, Pop10, SH10, WD10, AHHAPP10, AL13b, AGC13b, BH14a, BMW10, BS12c, BP11, BS12d, BR14c, BI13, BSU14, BCS13b, BLL12, BL14, BAD09, CRU10, Cen11, CM12a, DA10, DP10, FFJM14, FJ10a, FV13b, FGvRR13, FW14b, Fuj10, Fur11, GS12b, GD11a, Gna12, GST13, GR12, HP12b, HKPR13, HJ1N12, HN14, HS12c, ISYY11, Kak10, KSAM12, KS11c, Lac13, LLY11, LL13b, LT11a, LW13a, LLB13, Lim11b, Lim12, Lim14, MWZ13, MPS10, MW14b, Mat14b, MPT14, MY14, Mol11, MR10c, OTdDv12, PP14, dSP10d, Pep12, PV12, QS14, Ros12b, SSM14, Tan10a, Voy13, WXH10b, Yam13, YFW13, YJ12, ZCKS12, Zha14b, Zim13, vdW14].

positive-definite [CM12a].

Positive-kernel [BKV14].

Positivstellensätze [Cim11, SS12b].

Positivity [BMR11, BP14, FF10, GK14c, HH11a, JN13, JS13b, KS12a, Kus12, Pe114].

post [BDV12], post-Lie [BDV12], posteriori [Cha12].

Potapov [FKR11a, FKR12].

potent [CLST14, DCIW12a, LRT12, LRT13, Rom14, SR13a].

Potentially [BV12, GOvdD12].

Power [GW14a, AH13b, Fur10a, GW14b, HQS13, JMS11, LY13, PP12a, SS11b, Seo14, SHS12, TL13a, WF14].

powerful [LLH10, LYL13, YW11, ZLH+14].

powers [BLdPS10, Bie14, CL13b, DXL13, GW10, GKR13, Jai11, JLW11, Pat10, Rim12, SS10b, WWG10, WZ13d, HOT13].

pre [Bar10b, Gar12, Grü12, Lim13b, Rod12a, Tan12, Zha12a].

pre-Hilbert [Pop12].

pre-Jordan [BM13c].

preconditioned [Jbi10].

preconditioner [CJ10, DKOT12, GOSV12, Raf14].

preconditioners [JZT14, LZ11a, PZVJ11, TDT13].

Preconditioning [BTYZ12, PIM+10, SS13b, Tre11, TD11, Wan11b].

predetermined [MVP10].

predictable [KS11a].

Preface [ACGN10, ACT14, Ano10u, Ano11-27, Ano12-29, Ano12-30, BBD+11, BBS1M13, BBG+13, BFBD13, BBD+13, BGL+11, CFPT12, EGLR14,
programs [Sag11]. project [NN10].

projection [Cha10, Hua11a, LRV12, LB14, NN10, NN13, PPKR12]. Projections [BJ11, ACG13b, ACG14, BS10, CSC13, CM10a, CM11b, Ili10b, JG10, SS10d, WL10a, ZZW13].

Projective [BH10, BEV13, De 11, DTL11, lH11b, LSV12, Mer10]. projectors [HRT13].

Prony [PT13b]. Prony-like [PT13b].

Proof [Das11, Das13, JS13a, ZW12a, BL14, NN10, NN13, PPKR12].

proofs [CHZ13, Dra14, FF10, Sat11, Sat14]. proper [MS12, TG13]. properties [ANF11, CFLY12, DCIW12b, HM14a, ĀNPQ12, ACG13a, BHWD12, BCD10, BB14, BJ10c, BLS14, CPV10, CJ11, Dax10, Den10, DJK12b, DGM10, Far11b, FPC13, FH10a, FH13, FJ10b, GB13, GM11a, GM11b, HG11b, HL11d, Hum10, Hum14, ISYY11, Jun12, KKL13c, Kus13, LaG12, LZ13, MŚ10a, Nor12, Ref12, Rod11, Rod12b, ST10b, SSZ13, SSR13, Sto11, Tre10, Tre12, WC11, Zho12].

property [Aud13b, Bai4, Bal10, Ben10, CL12a, CGSCZ10, DK14, GTR12, GLS13a, Jv10, JV11, KP14a, KS11a, Lán10a, LNN14, Mor10, Mou12, NP13b, PP12b, Pu11, Slo12b, Tao13, TG14, AGPP14, LV14, UW11].


Pseudo-distance-regularized [Fio12].

pseudo-random [Wiki11, Wiki12]. pseudo-symmetric [BDP13].


Python [GS12b]. Q [Tao13]. QR [BBE10, LYS13]. QRacah [CHZ13, Dra14, FF10, Sat11, Sat14].

Quadratic [GKS10, KD12, Pol13, BCY12, DS11, Den10, EY13, GS10a, GLP13, GS12b, Gre12, HMP12, Hu10, JV10, Jun14, KS11b, LT12a, MPS10, MR10a, Mei13, MP10, NT11a, dSP12c, Pop10, Sha13a, Tia12, TGM11, XSZ13, Zha12d]. Quadrature [BB10, Rei11a, BFR14]. quadric [GS12e].

quadrants [Baj14, BS11d]. quadrilaterated [ST10b]. quantized [Han11a]. Quantum [Dug11, Wei11, BC14, CHLW14, GZ13, HWSH13, Jen13, KLS12, SL14, Wor13].

quantum-trace [KLS12]. Quasi [aCCS14, CRU13, MS14a, Wu13b, BM10, BFdP12, BIT12, BDFP11, CRU14, DS14, DJK12a, ES13, ET13, Fuji11, GS10a, HTS14, HF12, Kim12, iO12, PLL12, WLHL10, WLL14, XM11, LBS12]. Quasi- [CRU13, GLS10, CRU14]. quasi-arithmetic [WLL14]. Quasi-Arnoldi [LBS12].

quasi-Banach [BDFP11]. quasi-class [DJK12a]. quasi-inverses [HTS14].

Quasi-isometries [MS14a]. quasi-Jacobi [BFdP12]. quasi-Kronecker [HF12].


quasi-triangular [ES13]. quasi-Weierstraß [BIT12].

Quasi-Whittaker [aCCS14].

quasideterminants [Abe11]. Quasioptimality [SA14]. quasiseparable [BOZ10, BOZ11a, BOZ11b, OM12].

quaternion [BE10]. quaternionic [Kyr13].

Quaternionic [Kim13c]. KAAK11].

question [Cha13b, CL14a, Dru12a, Qui11]. questions [CL14b, Shp10]. Quivers [Sev10, GS12b, Lop11a].

quotient [BO12, Bot14, LL10d].

R. [Gar12, Gem10]. R. [Vse12].
[BC14a, GWH13, HWG14, NT10b].

racetrack [SS10c].

Radial

[Sri13, CGR14, MZ11]. radii

[CLS10, FKR11b, LSC11, LL11c, ST13, XZ13b, XG13, YWS11a, YWS11b]. radius

[Alt13, Aud10a, BMSW10, BMSW11, BL10b, BNP11, BNP12, BNP13, BC14c, BS13b, CT10, CLS13, CKST11, CvDKL10, CTG13, DHLX12, Dai12, DP10, DZ13, Dum13a, FY10, FN10, GLS10, GL12a, GP14, GR10, GMV11, GLS12, GL12c, GLS13b, HJZ13, HY14, Hua11c, Ki10, Koz10, Koz14a, LLS12, LL13a, LS10, LT11a, LWZ11, LWV12, LP12, LS11b, LCZ10, LL10e, LX13, aLwW13, LLT12, MR14b, MP13a, NP12, Nik10b, NOL13, NLL13, OM13, OM14, Pep11, Pep12, SWT13, WXH10a, WB12, WZ13c, XZD14, XZ14, YFW10, Z12a, Zha12b, ZHG13, Zho10]. radix [Dum13a].

radix [Dum13a].

radix-rational [Dum13a].

Rado [CP12, OLW14].

Rado-Horn [CP12].

ramified [MM10a].

Randi´c [CFK10a, GMRS14, GFB14].

Random [Bod13, LAL11, Bos11, CLL13b, DLLS10, DLL11, PS12, Wik11, Wik12].

randomization [PQ12].

Randomized

[PQ10, PQZ13, GO12, NT14]. range [Ali12, BT11a, CG13, Che14b, CN10b, CN11c, CN13c, DWXS12, DDK14, DGH+11, For14, GA11, HH12a, Ki10, LPS13, NRS12, PT13a, PGM+11, Sh11, SL14, VU14, WC11].

ranges [ACG13a, BS12a, CGWW13, CN11a, CN12b, CP11, CLS10, DDI1d, Gau10, GW13a, GTW13, GW14b, WB12, WZ13c, XZD14, XZ14, YFW10, Z12a, Zha12b, ZHG13, Zho10].

Rational [BKV14, Duk12, Duk15, Lom11, AL13b, AIL12, Baj14, BT11b, Boj13, Bre14, Dumm13a, MR10b, MR14c, Rad13].

reasoning

[BLLM13].

reachability [LL10d, SS12c].

reachable [SS10a].

real [Aga14, AKM13, AAT12a, Bal14, BGP13, BH13a, BDOvdD12, B„14, Cau11, CGSCZ10, Coh14, Dai13, FGvRR13, Gre12, He14, Ikr10, Kal13a, Lav10, MS10b, MSS12, PR13b, RdSP11, Sag13, SYH14, WZ13d, Wód14, XZ13a]. real-nonreal [PR13b].

realisable [ES14].

realizability [CL14b, DHLX12].

realization [OZ10].


Recht [CMS12b]. reciprocal
[DKOT12, KP14a, LaG12, NP13b].
reciprocals [GIP12]. reciprocity [SR13a].
Reconstructing [JMW11]. reconstruction [GHMPVP11, MRS12, Xu12].
recovered [Lee13c]. recoveries [JKN14].
recruitment [DT10]. rectangular [CRU10, CRU14, Coh14, DDM12, GY13, MRW11, ZCQ13].
Recurrence
[LM10c, VS14b, IY12, Góm10, Lin10].
Recursion [JR11, BHAP12]. reduced [Hwa12, TW10a]. reducibility [GTW13].
Reducible [Gau10, Kar11a, Zhu14]. reducing [DFS14, LHZH11, ZLH+14].
Refined
[BRMP11, Xu12]. refinement [BK11b]. refinements [KMSC14]. reflection [MV12].
Reduction [CN11c, KS11b, BGW12, BDG13, Blü12, Cha10, KMS13, LS13a, LRV12, LBLS12, MAGR13].
reductions [BW12]. redundant [Fou11]. refined [BDM+12, GLZ14, GOvdD14, YHH12].
Reflexivity [Kar11a, ZLH+14]. relating [Ste10]. related [DKOT12, KP14a, LaG12, NP13b].
related [Ano12-30, BG12a, CD14, Car10a, CMS12b, Dah11, Dru14, Duk12, Duk15, GMS12, HW11, HP12b, JRMFSS12, KSAM12, KP14b, LRTST10, Maz10, MPSS10, MTS11, Naj13, Nak13, Rah13, RO10, Sei14, SHZ10, Tim14, TT11, ZYL10]. relating [Ste10]. relation [CFJKS13, DdC13, GB13, JV10, LSH12, Yan10a]. Relations [LRT13, AK12a, ADW13, BR12, CM13, DW10, JR11, KP14b, LM10c, Mar11, Mar13c, Tim14, Wój14a, YI12].
Relationship [CN10a]. Relationships
[HRT13, MS12]. Relative [BMM12, Sha10a, IIK+13, Koz14b, MS10c, Nak10, Nie11].
Relaxed [FFS11b, Nak12, SK14]. Remark [SK13]. Remarks [Lu12, PHS13, Rod11, dOHKS12, YY14c].
removal [MNZ12]. removed [LWV12].
Rényi [IKK+13]. repetition [BCF14, BF14c]. replicated [PYZ14].
replication [AT14b]. report [BFH+12].
Representation [BY11, OM12, YZ13, Ben14a, BD13, BBS12a, CM12b, CN11b, DMS10, DKM+14, Irv12, KAAK11, Kyr13, Qua12, Sag13].
Representations [DW11, XCS13, XSH14, jASZ12, jAS13, BY11, BE10, Buc10, CN12c, Den11, DD10c, Dor10, Han11a, IM11, Kaw13, LW12d, LZ11b, Ma11, Net10, NT12a, Qua10, RPM14, Ros12c, SY12, Sze14b, VS11, XSZ13, Yan14, GTS13].
represented [GN13]. Reprint [BOZ11b, Mar13c]. Reproducing
[蛹14, Che13, CD12c, SST14]. require [BDM+12, GOvdD14]. Required [CP10].
residual [CN14, KOR14, Lin10, ZW10]. residuations [GMH14b]. Resistance
[BYZZ14, BS11a, ESV+11]. Resolution [Ste10]. resolvent [BMW10, EFN09, EFN10, JZZ13, KL13b, Sah10]. Resource [Cec10, Wil11]. resources [Cec10]. respect [FZ11, ISYY11, KKR11, Wu10b].
respectful [Köhl14]. restrictions
[MV12, MRS12]. Restricted
[OTO12, BT14a, Cha10, NRS12, Shp10].
Semiregular [BL10b]. semiring [FKW13, JP11, SB11, Tan14b]. semirings [AB12, BHMR12, DO11a, DO11b, KP13, KSB12, Per11, SS11c, Shi11, ySpW11, ySpW14, Tan14a]. Semiseparable [Gem10]. semisimple [FG13c, HT10b].


sequence [AW13b, BC+14, BMSW10, BDS13, BDFP11, BCFP12, BDovD12, CCR13, CR14, CH12, CK14, DP10, Lac13, aLwW13, MN12b, PPK13, Pep12, TD13, Tan10a]. sequences [BV12a, Ben10, BHKL10, CC12, CL13b, CP11, Dug11]. Series [Gar12, Rod12a, Zha12a, dMR12, BGP11, Boj13, He11, KM14, Lak10b, Slo12a]. set [AHLVdH13, BS14, BB13c, BHvdH11, Cal12, FdC10, JZZ13, Kim13b, LT11a, Lop11a, LdlP11, MS13b, Mar14a, Roh11, Tan10a, XWD13]. Sets [FdC14b, PV12, BBH+12, BJ10a, BH11a, Cal12, CSZ10, CR10c, CP11, CLHQ14, Dau12, FHL+11, GLZ14, HT14, HHL10, HRT13, HCY10b, JSS13, Lim13a, MH13b, Mey12, MS11b, NN13, Net10, Pep12, PR13a, Row14c, Sin10b, VV10b, WLHL10, YHH12, ZY12b, ZSB14, Ziv12, dS12a, dSC14, vdH14]. setting [GJ11, Gul11]. seven [BSU14]. Several [GL14, ZY12b, CHZ13, FJ10b, Pr10, SV11, Zha14c]. Seyesen [Maz10]. shadows [DGH+11, GI13]. Sham [YM12]. Shannon [IK+13]. shape [Cha14, GL10b, HG10, IS14, NT10a].
shapes [HJN12]. Shapley [FDS13].
Signless [BZ12a, YWS11b, Zho10, ACG+11, ACM+12, AOTR13, BMSW11, CT10, CW10, CT12, CTG13, CD10b, Das10b, Das11, DLS14, FF12, G1k4b, GW13b, GGY14, HL10a, HL12, HJZ13, HY14, LS10, LWZ11, LW12b, LZ12b, LTS13, LLI0c, LLI1c, LLI13, LL14b, LL14c, L14d, MK12, NLL13, TW10a, WB11, WF12, XZ13b, YY14a, YFW10, YWS11a, ZZ13, ZHG13, Zhu10a, dLOdAN11, dLN13]. Siler [CPH11]. Silva [FdC12, LPQaS10]. similar [GS12c, HLZP13]. similarity [Bar10a, Bar13a, CAV13, CD11, CLH14, Far11a, FGS11, FFG+11, FJ14, FHS11, Ger12, LNT13, dSP10a, YY14b]. similarly [Nie12]. similitudes [GS12c]. Simple [ATS12, CBB13, GJTP13, WZ13c, Dub14, FGG10, KZ10, MB13, RR11, ZY12a]. Simplification [dO12]. simulation [Hür13, LAL11]. Simultaneous [BLLM13, GS13s, LS13a, LV11, LV12, MM11a, Ara12, Bar10a, Bar13a, Gna12, dSP10a]. sine [LdS13]. Singer [DH12b, WY14b]. single [BR14b, MM12]. Singular [AK12b, BHZ10, CN13b, DS10, HK10, BFR14, BGV12, Bcem12, BR14c, CQYY13, DD10a, DW11, DYW14, DdF13b, DdC13, DLV13, Dur12, GH13a, GH13b, GZX14, HSZ12, JK13, KN13b, Liu14a, LS14, MB13, MM11a, ND11, Nik11, OLM14, dSP10e, RR14, Slv13, VU12, Wi13, XSS13, ZCQ13, Z10, ZH12]. singularity [dSP12b]. Sivasubramanian [Sat14]. Six [CdGS12, CdGS20, LGSC14, DK13a]. Six-dimensional [CdGS12, CdGS20, DK13a]. size [BL12, Cir13, NS11a, ST12, SBMT10]. skeleton [ACD14]. sketching [NNW14]. Skew [ABS14, CCF+12, DKS13b, MMM13, AW13a, ABS10, CL13a, CL13b, CD12a, CLH14, DYW14, FM11a, GX12a, GHW+13, IMA10, LL11a, LL11b, LH12, MS13a, NS12c, iO12, Öz13, Sev10, Sev14, Sha14b, TT10, Tia11a, WYZ14, XG13, YT13b, Yan10a, Zha12c, de 13]. Skew-adjacency [CCF+12]. skew-energy [WZ14Y]. skew-Hermitian [DYW14, Sha14b]. Skew-symmetric [DKS13b, MMM13, AW13a, CD12a, FM11a, IMA10, MSS12, IO12, Öz13, Sev10]. skew-symmetrizable [Sev14]. skews [Hil13]. slack [GGK+13]. Slant [GS10e, Sed11]. Slepian [FZ11]. slice [Fri11]. sliding [Koz14b]. small [BL13, Cal12, DG+10, DGZ13, DD10b, FK13, JS13, Kol13, NS13, Shi12c, WB12, YFW13]. smallest [GK14b, GLS12, Kal13b, KPY11].

Some [AT14a, BDH13, BCD10, BS12d, CPZ13, CW12a, CGM10, Cra13, CLHQ14, CI13, Dai13, DD14, FH10a, FI13, Fie13, GL12c, HG11b, Hun10, JLN13, JL12, KK12, KK13, tLyLWqW10, L11j, LKN13, LCZ10, LD14, MA12, Maz10, MK12, MS14b, Na13, NPP13, SYH14, Shp10, St12, Sto11, TKLX14, TPZ12, Wad14, WXH10a, YY14c, Zha14c, ZBW12, AM13a, AdFM11, BP14, Bar13a, BM12b, BRZ13, BH11a, BZ12a, BZW14, CRSS14, Cau11, CHZ13, CFL13a, DHIH12b, Duk12, Duk15, Fan12, Fis14, Fra12, Gha13, GL10c, HLW14, HG10, Hg12, HL11c, JNS13, K110, KKR11, KJK13, KP14b, Kus13, Kyr13, LLD13, LY13, LW12c, LHL13, MZ11, MR12, MN12b, Nat13, RRKK12, RMAJ10, RM10, Seo13, SHZ10, SSZ13, wTIW13, Uch10, VU14, WW10, WFM11, WW13d, Wód14, Wój14b, YT13a, Zha12b, Zho11, ZCWZ13, ZXZ10, ZH12]. Some [DGGJ11, SBMT10]. Somos [CH12]. Somos-4 [CH12]. SOR [LMT10]. Sorensen [BELK12]. Space [Bra10, And13, BV12a, Bai14, BR11, BFK13, BEV13, BPDC14, DK13a, DK13c, CD12c, Dai13, DK11, DK12a, DK13b, DV14, DWXS12, DK14, FP14, GH13b, GN14, HKK13, HN14, dHLS13, KLP12, LSV12, MARC13, Mat13b, Mer10, MMM13, PO10, dSP11b, dSP12b, PGM11, QH10, Ros12b, Tim14, pWIW14, WC11, vBM13]. Spaceability [BS14, BDFP11, BCFP12, CGMP11, RS14c]. spaceable [BPFP12]. Spaces [Özd13, dSP14, Qul11, AS12a, AM13c, ARZ11, AGBP14, BG13, BDD14, BDFD11, BDFP11, BCFP12, BCF12, BRZ13, Bud11, CD10, Cau11, CM13, Cir14, De 11, DW10, Dra12a, DP10, DX13, Dub14, Fan12, FM11a, FFS11b, For14, GZX14, Gon11, GLW13, GL14, HMT10, HZ11a, Hua11a, HZGY12, HZJ12, KP13, Kec13, Köh14, Lac13, Lán10a, LMM11, LM12, LHG10, LT11b, LT13, MMS12, MZ12a, MZ11, MM13, MN12b, OLW14, dSP12a, Pep12, Per11, PT13a, RAAGAVS11, RS14c, SP13, SST14, ySpW11, ySpW12, ySpW14, SM12, TD13, Wal11a, WLG11, WY13, Wój14a, Woll12, Wor14, YY10, ZHQ14, de 13, dSW12, thR13].
spanned [LT10a, RY12a]. Spanning [GS10b, Bap10, CW12b, Göml10, LS13b, LHL14, LHLG14]. Sparse [Ano12a, Dum13b, GP13a, KR12, KPR14, PT14, CCL14, SPS13, NNW14, Rue13, Wan11b]. Sparsity [KKL13c, DT11, JKN14, MZ13, Zho12]. Special [BM13c, GRS10, HP12a, LPQdS10, Stu13, AAH13, BDF12, DGMS10, FM11b, FV13b, FKLT13, HLS10, Nor12, Nor14, PDVD14, RR14, TZ12a, TD13, Xu14, BBD11, KPR14]. specified [Nik10b]. Spectra
Spectral [ANPQ12, AS10, AW13b, Aud10a, BV13a, CR10a, FN10, GM11b, HY14, JS12, Kal13b, LS11b, LHW11, aLwW13, Lop11b, LLT12, MW14c, Ref12, RM10, SS13b, SSR13, DDM14, UZ14, WB12, WC11, Alt13, AH10, BT13, BdP13, BMSW10, BMSW11, BR14b, BL10b, BNP11, BNP12, BNP13, BH13a, BC14c, BZ12a, BS13b, CT10, CLS13, CLL12, CKST11, CvDKL10, CTG13, CS10b, DHLX12, Dai12, Dai13, DD10a, DP10, DZ13, Dum13a, FY10, FZ13, FG110, FG13b, Für10a, FJ10b, GL12a, GR10, GMV11, GLS12, GL12c, GS13b, GW13b, Gub12, HJZ13, Hi12b, HH11b, Hua11c, JZZ13, KG12a, Koz10, Koz14a, KKL13c, LLS12, LL13a, LS10, LT11a, LSC11, LWZ11, LWV12, LS12b, LCZ10, LL10e, LL11c, LW12e, LHWL12, LH13, LHL13, LX13, MR14b, MS13c, Mon12, MP13a, NP12, Nik10b, Nik13, NOL13, NLL13, OM13, OM14].

Spectrally [Bot10b, ES13, GS11a, GS12a, GS13b, MGSW14].

Spectrum [DHKQ13, KM12, Su13, ACM+12, AR10, Ang13, jASZ12, AT14b, BS11b, CJ12, Cos11, Cos14, CT12, CI14, Drn13b, FTDA10, GL10a, HLW10b, HZ12b, Kra12, LV11, LHWS13, LL14b, MSP11, SDNS13, TW10a, Ter11, ZW10, ZH11a, ZL11, vB13b, RY12b].

Spedidato [MAGR13].

Speed [Zhu11b].

Spheres [PP13a, KK10, KK12, KK13].

Spherical [DGGJ13].

Spill-over [KD12, MD13].

Spin [PP13a].

Spitzer [AS14].

Splines [ACG14].

Split [JZ11, MD12a, MD12b, MSD13, Ros12c, ZY12b].

Splitting [DYW14, MZ12c, Rad13, wXL14, wXZ19].

Splittings [JM12b, MS12].

Spread [CL14a, Dru13b, EHH+12, LL10c, OdLdAK10, SK13, WZ12, XM11, YL10].

Springer [Tam12, Zha12a].

Square [BB10, Bot12, BLS14, Che14a, DD10a, DF14, FS14b, GS12d, Lav10, MARC13, Nor12].

Square-free [GS12d].

Square-zero [Bot12, Che14a].

Squares [Sad12].

Squares [Zhu11b].

Squares [Zhu11b].

Squares [Zhu11b].

Square-free [GS12d].

Square-free [GS12d].

Square-zero [Bot12, Che14a].

Star [DM11, RTR10, Row14d, JR14, PRT13, Row12b, Row14b, Row14c, ZSWB14].

Starlike [BZ12b, SHS12].

Stars [FG13a].

Stats [AS12b, CHLW14, HQ13, MS10c, SS10a].
KLZ14b, MPRW11, Mer12, Nik11, TT10, TT12, TZ13b, Zuo10. summable [dMR12].

Summary [DK13a]. summing [Cam13, Pel14, SR13b]. Sums [Bot12, dSP12c, Rod12a, dSW12, BW11, Bar12b, Ben13, BL14, BG11, CY11, EWY12, Fri11, HS14a, HS14b, JS13b, Kra12, Lee13a, OM12, dSP10d, PT13b]. subset [Cal12].
surjectivity [BMS14a]. survey [AH10, AH14, Sei14, YS13]. survival [VV13]. Suslin [JR14].
Symplectic [MVP10, BFS11, DK13a, DK13c, DK11, DK12a, DK13b, GH13a, GH13b, Gu13, GLW13, Hii12b, LHG10, LWG13, dSP12d].
synchronization [VR12]. Synthetic [FN11]. system [DH12a, FMWW12, FZ13, KHG14, KAAK11, Köh14, LdlF11, MD13, RMT11, SHZ10, WD10, pWIW14]. Systems [BFK+13, PQ10, AW13a, BLLX11, Baj14, BBCC13, Bap10, BV11, BM10, BV13a, BH10, BTZY12, BLLM13, CDP10, Car13, CC14, CA10, CLCL12, CMN10, Czo10, CN10d, Dai12, DZ12a, Dur12, EM12, ET13, FGQ11, FV13b, FS14b, GLP+13, GRdS12, GS10b, GHT11, GKS+10, HDPT12, HRT10, Hil12b, Hla13, IT11, KH13, KRvS12, KRvS14, KMS13, KKM13, Lan13, LBSL12, LHZH11, Li13, LM10b, Mah11, MS11a, MZ12a, MRS12, MZ12b, Mi14, MSP13, Mys12, NP13a, OM13, PQ12, Per12, PKR12, RGC13, RS14a, SSS13, Sch10, SB12, SVP11, SW11, SS11a, Sha14a, ST13, Tre11, VB10, WZ13b, Wei10, Wor13, YM12, ZCKS12, Zhu11b, ZY14, Gen10, KPT14]. Syzygies [Dim11]. syzygy [KMS13]. Szechman [Qui11]. Szeged [FTDA10]. Szego [Seo13].
tail [Han11b, Han14b]. talk [Stu13]. Tallini [HK13]. tangential [Fuh10b]. Tanigawa [Rah13]. Tao [MW12b]. TCP [SWBS13].
TD [IS14, Nom14]. TD-pairs [IS14]. teaching [MLC+10, PTPL10, TP13].
technique [Mei13, Rhe10, RS10, Row12a].
Techniques

[DGH+10, IPFD13, KY14, Tam12]. tennis

[Dah12b]. tensegrity [AN13].

[Dug12, KSN10, Nem13, SC13, BCM10, CS13a, DKS10, Fri11, HM14b, HWSH13, Jai11, KRS13, Kuh13, LPS13, LKN13, LQY13, MZ12b, Pat10, PGM+11, QS14, Reg13, Rho10, SE13, SC10, ZCQ13].

Tensored [FH10c].

Term [BSK12, BSKL13, BS13a, BZ12b, BZW14, CKST11, CS13a, CS13b, DB14, DKS10, DQW13, Dug12, KS10, Nem13, SC13a, DKS10, Fri11, HM14b, HWSH13, Jai11, KRS13, Kuh13, LPS13, LKN13, LQY13, MZ12b, Pat10, PGM+11, QS14, Reg13, Rho10, SE13, SC10, ZCQ13].

Tensors [Bra10, TS12, Bal12a, Bal12b, BGK13, BBCC13, Ber13a, Ber13b, BBM14, BZZ+14b, BL13b, CPZ13, CQYY13, CKAC14, DQW13, Dug12, KS10, Nem13, SC13a, DKS10, Fri11, HM14b, HWSH13, Jai11, KRS13, Kub13, LPS13, LKN13, LQY13, MZ12b, Pat10, PGM+11, QS14, Reg13, Rho10, SE13, SC10, ZCQ13].

Tensegrity [AN13].


Tensors [Bra10, TS12, Bal12a, Bal12b, BGK13, BBCC13, Ber13a, Ber13b, BBM14, BZZ+14b, BL13b, CPZ13, CQYY13, CKAC14, DQW13, Dug12, KS10, Nem13, SC13a, DKS10, Fri11, HM14b, HWSH13, Jai11, KRS13, Kub13, LPS13, LKN13, LQY13, MZ12b, Pat10, PGM+11, QS14, Reg13, Rho10, SE13, SC10, ZCQ13].

Tensed [FH10c].

Theorems [CTW11, LHZH11, Bar12a, BFdP10, Hili1b, Nak10, Pin11, Sat11, Sat14, YW10, dCdRMP14].

Theorem [BB13c, BaOt13, FH13, Kus12].

Theories [MLC+10]. Theory

Ber09, BFH+12, MOA11, Sl10, Tam12, Zha12a, Ano12-30, AH10, BV12a, BPA+11, Beh13, BS10, BBS12a, CC14, CS10b, DD10a, DD11a, DD11d, GL10e, Ika11, JZZ13, KZ11, LN12, MMRR11, MMRR12, Nik13, NV12, PO10, RR12, RL13a, SB12, Sei14, SRdAG10, TN14, Zha12d, HB12, Lim13b]. Thin

[God10, God12, Shi12a, Cer10, Kim12].

Third [Bra10, KM11, SHS12].

Third-Order [Bra10, KM11]. Thirring

[And13a]. Thompson [ISYY11, Lim13a].

Three [Cha14, Dor10, HLI14, Kar11b, BS11d, CKST11, Cit13, DP12a, DD11c, Dra14, KS13b, LZG14, MAS12, dSp10b, WBWH13, vDO11]. Three-by-three

[Cha14]. Three-equipped [Dor10].

Three-parameter [Kar11b]. threshold

[Bap13b, JTT13, VDVJ13]. thresholded [GR12]. tight [Bod13, BW13a, DHS10, FMT12, HS12a, Sin10b, Szö13]. tightly [BS13a].

Tikhonov [LRV12]. tilting

[PY14].

Time [Pol12, BCY12, BLM13, BJ13, DT10, DZ12a, FY13b, HDPT12, HRT10, Jun14, Kir10, KM14, Liu13, Mah11, PKR12, RMT11, Sad12, Sha14a, WZ13b].

Time-delay [Mah11]. Time-domain

[Pol12]. time-invariant [DZ12a].

time-varying [Mah11].

Times [BRZ11, Göm10, PR10].

Tits [GS12b].

TN [JW13].

Toeplitz

[BH12, BS12a, BCD10, BBGM12, BF14b, Bün14, CRS14, CSG11, DK13c, Eil10, Gar13, GG13, HR11, KL12, KMS13, KW12, LMYY11, LJJ13, MS11a, RR14, Rim12, SCSS10].

Tonomorphic [PS14a].

Top [Sha10b].

Topical [SN12, Sin10a, SN14].

Topics [Ano12-30]. Topological

[Bud11, RS12a, ABGPSS14, FRS14, JZZ13, Wat13, ZY12a, de13, vDF14, Had12, Had13, Lee11, DDM14].

**Total** [HC10, LB14, BP14, Dum13b, Kus12, LJ11, PO11, Peñ14, RMAJ10, YM12, SS10c].

**Tottally** [BK10, FJ11, Gar10, HJN12, HWG14, AG13, CRU10, CRU13, CRU14, CDP10, FFJM14, GL12b, Hua13a, KS11c, Gar12].

tournament [BRLS12], **tournaments** [BF14a, NS12c]. TP [HJN12, JW13, PS14b].

TP-critical [PS14b]. Trace [Aud12, BluíPS10, DK13c, LLB13, FL10, HH13, Hia13, KLS12, KK14, Lu11, MY14, MSW12, Ros12b, Spe11, WHHL10].

**trace-preserving** [Ros12b]. traces [FF10, KHG14, WXH10a, WZ13a]. track [Han13a].

Tracts [Lim13b]. traditional **traffic** [FGQ11]. training [DT10].

transfer [BK14, BP10, CFG+14, CG11, FG13a]. transfer-function [BK14]. transferring [Wój14a]. transform [BH14a, Boj13, BJ10b, Bri13, DH10b, FK13, HFS13, KB14a, KB14b, O’D14].

transformation [DDMY10, Lak10a, Li12, LLMZ12, TZ13b, XDZ14, XE11, ZLL12].

**Transformations** [FKM13, BB13a, Bal10, Buc10, DK13d, DD11b, DAG14, DFS14, GTR12, HG10, HG12, JV10, RAY14, Sim10, tW113, Tao13, TG11, TGM11, VV10b].

**Transformed** [KS12b]. **transforms** [LdSP11, LS13, Xu14]. transition [BAN12]. **transitive** [Kuz10, MW12a].

**translation** [DDMY10, Lak10a, Li12, LLMZ12, ZZ12].

**Transformations** [FKM13, BB13a, Bal10, Buc10, DK13d, DD11b, DAG14, DFS14, GTR12, HG10, HG12, JV10, RAY14, Sim10, tW113, Tao13, TG11, TGM11, VV10b].

**Triangulability** [YT13a]. **triangulable** [dSP12c, RY12a].

**Triangulizing** [TTZ13]. **trichotomy** [MSP11]. tricyclic [CL11a, GL12a, LWL11, LY11a].

**Tridiagonal** [BC14a, NT10b, NT11b, ÁNPQ12, AM14, BT13, BDH+12, BDG13, BC12a, BK12, CM10b, GG13, HH11a, INT11, IT11, KHL14, LHL10, MS11a, NT10a, Qua10, Rimi12, SC12, Van10, Wül13, dF10, dS12a].

**tridiagonalization** [PPZ14].

trigonometric [CN11b, LdSP11, LLMZ12, Sra13, ZL12].

**trilinear** [DS10]. triple [Mol13, Reh10, Reh11, SM12, XW12, ZH11a].

triples [AAT12b, BM12a, GWH13, HWG13, HWG14, wH12, Siv12b, Siv12a, Ili10b].

**Tripotency** [Kis15, XX12]. **tripotent** [Kis15, XX12]. **tripotents** [BY11].

**trivectors** [DK13a, DK13c, DK11, DK12a, DK13b].

**Tropical** [AGM14, AGK11, BS11d, DSH12, GS12f, dIP11, Cas10, CJR11, GMH14a, GMH14b, JK11, KNS14, LdIP11, Shi12b, Shi12c, SLS13, Wag11, Wil11]. tropical
truncated [DK13e, Sto12]. truncation [Cha12, DGMS14].
trust [CKAC14]. Tsallis [IIK13]. TSD
[BJRS11]. TT-cross [OT10]. Tucker
[BGK13]. tuples [BDS13]. Two
[AH13a, BC12a, BSS13, wH13, IPFD13,
LB14, LHG10, LYS13, Ma11, Seg10, Ste11,
TT11, AKM14, AR10, AIL12, AK11, BB13b,
Bot10a, Bot12, BS10, BS11c, BS13a, Brä12,
BZ13, CGMJ14, CN10a, HO11, Hill4c,
HMP12, Jun14, Kis15, KW12, KKM13,
KR10, LLS11, LwCJL11, LSR11, Lop11a,
LMT10, MW14a, Mar10, MH13b, MP10,
NR10, NS12a, PPZ14, dSP10c, dSP12c,
Pet10, PSM11, SW11, SH13, TZ12a, TH10,
TZ13b, WBWH13, XX12, ZW12b, Ziv12,
Zuo10, FF10]. Two-by-two
[BB13b, KKM13]. two-cyclic [LMT10].
Two-dimensional [Ma11, LwCJL11].
two-level [KW12]. Two-lit [wH13].
two-parameter [HMP12, MP10].
two-player [Jun14]. Two-sided
[LYS13, Seg10, PPZ14]. two-variable
[AI12]. Tykhonov [SS10c]. type
[AI13, AAT12a, AK11, BR14a, BRA11,
BdlCl4, BFS11, BC14a, CL12a, CA10,
Dai12, DD11c, Dra12a, FPC13, GH13b,
GWH13, GD11a, He11, HM14b, HWG13,
HWG14, wH12, IS14, JKN14, KKLY14,
Lec11, Lin13, Lin14b, LK12, MFG14,
NY14, NT10b, Pag12, Pat12a, Rho10, ST10a,
SE13, SS10c, Sch10, Sec13, Sev10, Sev13,
Tao11, TPZ12, Wad14, Wik11, Wik12,
Wii13, Wol12, Wor13, CGGS13]. Typical
[SSM13, Bal14, Ber13b, Fri12].

UK [Lim13b]. umbral [En13].
Unbounded [And13, CGM12, For14,
GMMPFSS12, Pop14]. uncertain
[Liu13, Sha14a]. Uncertainty
[Yan10a, GJ11, MW12b]. unconditional
[LM12]. underapproximation [GP13a].
underdetermined [Miy14]. Undirected
[CGMJ14, CFHL14, FS14a]. Uni [ZHZF13].

Uni-mode [ZHZF13]. unicellular [FGS11].
Unicyclic [AW11, AKM14, BMSW10,
CLL12, DC14, DZ12b, FW13, FY10,
GHW+13, HL12, HJL10, HLS11, Kal13b,
KP14a, LFS12, LTS13, LZ14, SSGL10, YL10,
YZF14, Zhu12c]. Unified [AM13b, JKN14].
Uniform [LMY11, CD12b, JZ13, Niki4,
QSW14, XC13]. uniformly [MD12c].
unimodular [GY13, KBS13, MRW11].
union [Ziv12]. unions [Dau12]. Unipotent
[CHJ13, Bot10a]. uniquely
[KKL13a, KKL13b, Lee13c]. Uniqueness
[LL10a, Der13, Mor10, Sta14, Wei13a,
ZHZF13, Dru14]. unit
[AG12, BR12, DW10, MPS10, Ref12, RL13a].
Unital [KLP13, BS12b, BG14b, Wan14b].
unitarily
[FCL10, Fur10, lkr10, MA12, Van10, ZH12].
Unitary
[GPT12, Ger12, LNT13, AR10, BFK+13,
Bud11, CLHQ14, Far11a, FGS11, FFG+11,
FHS11, GHS13, KAMS11, LNN14, Li10,
LWGM10, LPS13, LWM12, Mol13, Pop10,
SY12, Ste13, Tad12, TMS14, GTW13].
unital [Bie14]. Univ [Gle11].
univariate [BL10a]. Universal
[CFG+14, HO11, AAF+12, AN13, LV14].
universally [HCY10a]. Universitext
[Tam12]. University [Bar10b, Gar12,
Gri12, Lim13b, Rei11a, Rod12a].
Unordered [KS13a]. unreduced [Wü13].
unstructured [RW12]. updates [EM12].
Updating [SWA12, Jdy13, KD12]. upon
[CFJPS13]. Upper
[BHKM13, CFL13b, DLS14, DZ12c, WZL12,
AHS10, BBG14, CR10a, CGTR14, CLS13,
Cir13, CM14, CGR14, CTTG13, CI14,
DW14, FW14, FFG+11, FTA11, FdC10,
Gho13, GL13b, HC14, JMS11, PJ13,
RMA10, RL13b, SK13, SWT13, TC13,
WW13b, WM14, ZL12, ZZ10, Zhu10b].
upset [BRLS12]. Uriel [BMS14b, Loe12].
Use [PTPL10, VS10]. Using
[MS11a, TP13, AHAPP10, AHS10, BBH+12,


Yanase [Yan10a]. Yang [Kaw13]. Yuan [ZC14].

Zarankiewicz [Nik10a]. Zdenek [Gre13]. Zero [BBF+10, GWW14a, Gha13, GB14, Mey12, PR13b, BG14b, Bot12, CT11a, CL14a, Che14a, CL10b, Dnr13b, EH11+12, EEE13+15, FFS11a, GOsdv11, HLS10, HCY10b, HLI11c, HLI1d, JH10, KH13, KLZ14a, MZ14, Ma14, QCH11, Qui11, Row12a, Spe11, WLHL10, WMZ14, YHH12]. Zero-dilation [GWW14a]. zero-divisor [WMZ14]. Zero-nonzero [PR13b, GOsdv14, MZ14, YHH12]. zero-one [CT11a]. zero-pattern [HL11d]. zero-symmetric [CL10b, WLHL10]. zeros [Aga14, ABSV12, CN10a, DD10b, FPC13, Hill14b, Mel14, S11c, WZ13d]. zerosum-free [KP13, ySpW11]. Zeta [MM10a, MS14b, SS13a, SS13c, Sto11]. Zhang [Tam12]. Zinbiel [ACGVK14, CCGVO13]. zonotopes [GK10, HLW10a].
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